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A NEW RESEARCH LABORATORY

It is not conceivable that there are separate sets of laws, peculiar to the various fields of science,
which follow the arbitrary metes and bounds set by the human mind to the several branches
of scientific endeavor.

The artificial designations, biology, physics, chemistry, astronomy, and so on, have had, and still
have to a lesser degree, their merits; but they lead unfortunately to a sort of academic ritual
and creed which makes us lose intimate touch with the one great concept that there must
be a few basic laws (or perhaps one I) governing all universal phenomena. The laws ignore
our nomenclature, and the major problems arrayed against us yield only to intelligent and
unselfish mass attack. A headache is not a biological problem because it happens to perform
in the human body. It is a problem in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biochemistry,
biophysics, and biology, as we classify these sciences. Actually it is a problem in science.

With these thoughts in mind, and as a necessary preliminary step to an attack on a group of
related problems, a laboratory to do co-ordinated basic-science research was organized in
1925. The fundamental concepts which orient its organization and operation may be phrased
as follows:

)

I. There can be but one set of laws governing the actions of the ninety-two chemical elements which
constitute matter. -

2. While specialization in research work is necessary, isolation is neither necessary nor efficient.
Therefore the personnel of the laboratory will be selected on the basis of scientific specialization
to obtain a well-balanced group in the fields of science (e. g. mathematics, physics, chemistry,
biochemistry, biology, etc.) as these fields are at present organized.

3. The problems will be attacked co-operatively. Hence the personnel must possess the additional
quality of open, frank, and unselfish interchange of knowledge and opinion.

4. The question of personal credit will be minimized. OUf job is to give, and not to' get. Indi-
vidual credit will be accorded freely when the work is individual, but group action, and hence
group credit, will be a paramount essential. '

This new laboratory is under the direction of George Sperti, E. E. (Co-op) class of 1923.
It is hoped that the next number of The Co-Operative Engineer will contain a resume of the
first paper to come from this laboratory.
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Th A k Too many engineers are like- e s ers
of Why Pooh-ba in the "Lord of the

Dynamos' '-they deify the de-
vice a greater mind than theirs conceived,
though they understand it not. Too many
engineers scorn the theories advanced by the
scholar; they forget that if it were not for the
theories of Gay-Lussac, Henry, and Avogadro,
the world would still be groping in the handi-
craft stage of the pre-industrial revolutionary
days. _Too many young under-graduate en-
gineers feel that when they have found out
hou: a thing works they have completed their
professional education; they shirk the re-
quirements of the scholar and of .him who
stands for basic progress-to know why a
thing works, I~ is to the Eternal Askers of
Why that civilization must pay homage, and
not so much to the Everyday Doers of
'Things. The cynic is forced to crawl back
into his tub when he sees another youth
wo~~yi1igneither about his ducats . nor his

daughters, pledging his life to research. He-.
search means progress. Lack of research
means retrogression. When the research work-
erelecps, the world sleeps; when he wakens"
once more, the world moves on. Where 'there
is no vision, the people perish; where there
is no research, the people also-perish.

Twenty The annual banquet of co-op
Years After students and alumni, which

was held 'at the Alms Hotel on
April 10, set a high mark for events of the-
kind. Not only was there a larger crowd and a
more varied pr~gram than ever before; there"
was a stronger expression of real cO-9P spirit.

o In a crowd representing every college gen-·
eration, from the oldest graduates to the-
latest freshmen, one gains- a new sense of
the common bond of tradition and fellow--
ship and purpose that unites all co-ops,.
past and present. It is not SQ much an
occasion for reminiscences, though stories
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of former days are recalled with pleas-
ure. Even the remote past is only twenty
years away, as the appropriate and well-de-
signed Rookwood favors bore witness. The
College of Engineering and Commerce has no
gray-bearded alumni, and there are no hoary-
headed nestors on the faculty. The twentieth
anniversary celebrations this year serve only
to emphasize the relative youthfulness of the
co-operative course.

Apart from the question of years, the co-op
spirit is essentially the spirit of youth in edu-
cation and industry. As Dean Schneider in-
terpreted it in his address, the outstanding
tradition of the college is a tradition of look-
ing uhead, When the co-op course was first
started, it was an adventure, in which the
students, the industries and the University
alike took a chance on the outcome. To es-
tablish the course or to enter it was an act of
faith. When the success of the plan was
proved, the pioneer spirit was not exhausted,
and no one found time or inclination to be
self-satisfied. Each new stage of development
only pointed. the way toward some further
undertaking. In this' respect, the co-op
course, with its recent additions of. applied
arts and basic research, and with its broaden-
ing vision of engineering activities, is younger,
if possible, than ever. Its greatest contribu-
tion, both to students and to alumni is a spirit
of growth and achievement.

Within recent months, a quiet revival of
athletics at the University has been taking
place. At the same time that the conference
championship basketball" team and the swim-
ming and wrestling teams have gained well-
deserved recognition from the public, a less
conspicuous development has come about.
Intra-mural athletics have made the greatest
record in the history of the college. Not only
in the numbers .engaged but also in the
quality of performance and in the amount of
promising talent uncovered, the showing for
this year has exceeded that of every previous!
season.

Fuller participation in intramural athletics
is bound to result in better teams for inter-
collegiate sports in the future. The chances
of discovering another Bobby Hynes or Car-
son Hoy will be increased directly in propor-
tion to the number of men who turn out.
Already there are unmistakable signs of
promise. Watch the' Bearcats of 1926-1927.,

A Good An alumnus who recently for-
Investment warded to the Dean's office a

contribution to the student loan
fund was requested by the .Staff to give a.
statement of his views on the question of
financial aid for co-ops. The following is
quoted from his reply:

As one who .has worked side by side with co-ops,
in school and out, I consider money spent on student
aid to be the best possible investment. The mere
fact that a young fellow is willing to tackle the co-op'
course is a point in his favor. It shows that he has.
grit and is not afraid of work. If he is making good'
in his studies and his shop work, as he must be to.
obtain a loan, he is the sort of man that deserves help.
He is worth educating, and a temporary shortage of>
money should not be allowed to interfere with his
progress. I am glad to help toward the training of
such men.

The Athletic Building up college athletics is
Revival sometimes understood to mean

only "pepping up" student in-
terest. The cheer leader, of course, has his
function, and e-very one should help him; but
in the long run, improvement must be shown
by signs other than yells and songs.



u. c. FISHMEN-1926
Coach McLaren, G. Garvin, O. Dieckmann, R. Jervis, Bergman, Mgf:l.

R. Craig, G. Dunlop, A. Fennekohl, Capt., D. Gally, J. Dalve

VARSITYWRESTLING TEAM-1926
Mitchell, G. Peters, Mgr., Jones, F. Heinricks, 111. Gorab, C.

Benton, J. Reilly, J. Mayercik

THAT WINNING SPIRIT
By R. S. CORWIN,Com. E. '27.

It's in the air! Have you noticed it? That new through to third place. Benton put on the Champion
spirit which is permeating the University Campus. Belt for the ]25 pound class and Heinricks annexed the
That Winning Spirit! After the foot-ball season there heavyweight title.
was a reaction and we came back with a spirit greater Coaches NlcLaren and Studor have been working
and better than ever before. hard to bring these sports to a place where they could

With the Basket-ball season everyone was carried laudably carry the colors of the University. They have
off his feet and motivated with the enthusiasm of this gained their goal, but we have failed to do our part in
new spirit. Look at the results, the basket-ball team recognition or support. Next year both of these teams
knocks the Buckeye Circuit for a Loop, the Swimming will be back with veteran line-up possibly strengthened
Team mops up everything in sight and the wrestlers with a few additions. Let's get behind them and show
come in for their share of the glory. that we appreciate their efforts in ·our behalf.

Because of the interest in the exceptional basket-ball But then-no need to wait until next year to con-
season, the minor sports raced by with scant attention tinue with the enthusiasm of this "Winning Spirit,"
from the student body. This year the swimming team The Track Team and Base-ball Squad are both starting
eclipsed everything ever accomplished here along off a season which should prove successful. Let's
acquatic lines. Under the leadership of Captain have everyone attending every meet and game. Don't
Fennekohl, the outstanding star of the team, they won give the teams the faintest opportunity to suspect that
by a great margin every meet scheduled, gathering a they haven't the support and backing. of the student
total of 232 points to their opponents 95 in the duel body. Keep up the "Winning Spirit." It's up to YOU.
meets. At the Buckeye Meet they carried off the
championship by marking up nineteen points more Swimming Results
than the combined score of the other teams. The Cincinnati
Bearcats took all the firsts but one for a total of 58 Dayton Y. M. C. A. 20 48
points while their closest competitors only collected 25. . Indiana U. 24 42
The team from Indiana rates fifth in the Big Ten and Michigan Aggies 16 48
the boys walloped them to the tune of 42 to 24. Prac- Detroit U. 20 40
tically every tank record was broken this year by Ohio Wesleyan 15 54
McLaren's Fishmen. These are just a few facts which
are meant to convey to you the magnitude of the Wrestling Results
swimmers successful season. Cincinnati

Then there- are the wrestlers. They started the Ohio State 27 0
season without Coach, Captain, or equipment, and Ohio U. 24, 2
consequently suffered two decisive defeats at the hands Miami 10 16
of Ohio State and Ohio University. It was then that Ohio Wesleyan 2 11
Coach Studor, a wrestler from Ohio State, took the
boys in hand and certainly did wonders in a short time. n. Buckeye Meet
They took the next three meets handily, completing the Cincinnati 58, Ohio Wesleyan 2'5,
season. In the Buckeye Meet the team grappled Denison 8, Ohio U. 6.

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER8
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THE INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
By W. E. STILWELL, JR., A.B., E.E. '30.

There comes a period in the economic development The staff engaged in this work at present consists of
of a nation when business men begin to take cognizance one metallurgist, one chemical engineer, one chemist,
of the ruinous effects of competition. It is then that one electrical engineer, two geographers, and four
the great corporations must look to themselves and geologists. Because the survey was originally aimed,
not to their stars to strengthen their position in the under the terms of the contract, at a study of the raw
competitive markets, to find ways of improving old materials rather than at a consideration of the indus-
materials and old processes and of synthetizing the new tries of this community, its headship was vested in
to withdraw further from the margin of production Professor Fenneman, who is the head of the Depart-
that they may experience greater profit than their less ment of Geology and Geography.
fortunate and smaller competitors. Thus it has been The work carried on is of two main types. A large
to improve production that the great industrial research part consists in summarizing what is known in regard
laboratories have been organized. Yet, in the minds to the raw materials available at or conveniently near
of the smaller manufacturers an industrial research Cincinnati and useful in industries which have been, or
laboratory is a luxury that only the few largest pro- might be, developed here. Used in this sense, "raw
ducers in the country can enjoy. It was to satisfy this materials" covers many items-e. g., not only lime,
want of the enormous circle of relatively small producers clay, and coal, but also water for industrial purposes,
that Dean Schneider conceived the idea of an Institute power, and-by no means of lesser importance-organic
of Industrial Research. In this unique organization, materials, such as lumber, live stock, and crops. Much
the common problems of production meet common of the data relative to these materials are already
solutions. collected, but they are disseminated through many

The Institute of Industrial Research is an integral volumes-products of various federal and state
part of the School of Engineering and Commerce of bureaus. A part of the function of the staff has been
the University of Cincinnati. Dean Schneider is its to gather this material and focus it, with the added
director. At present it has five branches: the Basic critical judgment which the scientist or engineer may
Science Research Laboratory under Mr. George Sperti, possess, on the industrial development of Cincinnati.
the Department of Sound Research under Mr. A. F. Several reports of this type, suitably illustrated, have
Knoblaugh, the Research Survey under Mr. A. H. already been prepared. Examples are studies of lime
Behre, Jr., the Department of Lithographic Research sources, clay deposits, and high silica sands. This sort
under Mr. Robert F. Reed, and the Department of of work is purely informative-it serves as the basis
Leather Research under Dr. Geo. D. McLaughlin. In for industrial development or in order to answer the
each of these branches except the first, the research specific questions raised by any particular manufac-
worker has been given a definite problem in industrial turer as to the possible sources for his raw materials.
production to solve, although it is at the same time a It is instructive; its constructive elements are not so
problem in basic research. They are problems met by marked as are those of the second type of work under-
the manufacturer in his attempt to improve his old ma- taken by the Survey."
terials and processes, and they must be solved if he is to With a study of the raw materials comes frequently
successfully avoid the ruinous effects of modern intense a laboratory investigation of some particular substance.
competition. For the most part, they are problems An example is furnished by the testing of molding
that can be ,solved only by the trained technician well sands which is now being conducted in the interests of
grounded in basic theories. And to rally to the support Cincinnati foundries and which is described in detail
of the manufacturers thus a life dedicated to industrial below.
research is one of the most productive careers the A second type of research is presented in applying
technical graduate can follow. the distribution of raw materials to the problems of

THE RESOURCE SURVEY economic development of this community. Thus,

Th R S f hi h M Ch I F B h Cincinnati as the center of a large tobacco-growing
e esource urvey,o w IC r. ar es . e re district Is inti I d · h C·· · h. th t.i t t bli h d d istrict IS intimate y connecte WIt incinnati as t eIS e execu rve secre ary, was es a IS e un er an . .. .

t b t th C . I CI b f C· . ti future SIte of greater cigar or CIgarette factories, Oragreemen e ween e ommerCla u 0 Inclnna I . .. . .. .. .
d th U· itv i J 1924 U d the again, the availability of a high-calcium hmestone willan e nIverSI y In une~ . n er IS arrange- . . .

t $25 000 . b" th C . I CI b e be the deciding factor, even If a demand be assumed,men , was ~nven y e ommercla U lor.. . .. .
th . t f' " I . I f th th In the establishment of a cement plant at Cincinnati,e carrYI!1g ou 0 a geo ogrca survey 0 e ear
resources and raw materials of the Cincinnati district. Research on Molding Sands
for the sound industrial development of Cincinnati and The research work in molding sands is being con-
its vicinity." Subsequently an equal sum was con- ducted by Willard Crane, General Engineer, '26 as his
tributed by the Union Gas and Electric Company to thesis for graduation. The problem faced is essentially
further the same project. one of testing and classifying all molding sands in Ohio
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and the neighboring states, and interpreting the test The merits and objections of previous tests have been
figures in terms of adaptability to various classes of carefully studied as a basis for altering or rejecting them.
casting manufacture. In several cases, rational mathematical expressions fOI

One of Cincinnati's leading industries is the manu- what were formerly empirical test results have been
facture of machinery and engineering supplies. The developed.
chief requisite of this type of industry is good castings, A typical example of one of the previous tests investi-
and the great bulk of these are poured in Cincinnati gated, is one which was suggested for measuring the
foundries. It is quite natural, then, that foundry raw quality or adhesive property of the bonding clays. The
materials were among the first to be considered by the method was that of shaking a certain amount of sand,
Survey.' One of the most important of these materials with a dye solution of known concentration, and then
is the sand used in making molds. determining the quantity of dye absorbed.

Molding sand consists essentially of rounded or sub- Investigations showed that several factors beside the
angular grains of silica, which are each coated with an adhesive property influenced the quantity of dye ab-
adhering layer of sticky clay. The sands vary in texture sorbed. Some of these factors were the size of the
from the coarse gravels used for heavy iron molding, silica particles, the mineral coating on the particles,
which contain quarter-inch pebbles, to the very fine and the hydrogen in concentration. The value of
sands used for aluminum, of which 80 per cent of the the test was therefore questioned, and a more direct
silica grains will pass through a sieve having 200 method was developed by studying the causes of the
meshes to the linear inch. cohesive property.

Several qualities are essential to a good molding sand, Similarly other test methods have been altered and
and determine its adaptability to various classes of new ones developed. Due to the tremendous lack of
work. They are as follows: standardization in foundry practice it has been extreme-

(u) Cohesiveness (strength) or ability to retain shape ly difficult to develop tests which would represent all
when rammed in a mold, and resist the forces foundry conditions. A reasonable average has, how-
caused by. the pouri?g of the met~l. ever, been approached.

(b) Permeability (porosity), the capacity to conduct Several hundred sands from the territory within 300
away entrapped gases. "I f C'" . h b II d b h S(c) Grain Size, the determining factor of (b) and also rm es 0 Inclnnat~ ave een co ecte .y t e urvey.
of the smoothness of the casting surface. These sands are being tested by the American Foundry-

(d) Life, or ability to retain property under repeated men's Association methods, and by the new methods
heating. developed in the Survey laboratory. The former

(e) Quality: or stickiness of t~e bonding clay, which methods are used so that the sands may be compared
largely Influences properties (u) and (d)." . "

U Iik t t . 1 ldi d h t with those of New York and other states In which sands. n I e mos raw ma eria s, .mo mg san as no .
. " "have already been tested. All sands are then classified

been purchased, In the past, according to standardized di d fi . di h hi h h
if 'ti f Iit Alth h 55 t f accor mg to a e inite gra mg sc eme - w IC as

specmca lons.o qua I y. oug " per cen 0 never before been attem ted.
scrapped castings can be traced to Improper sand or p
improper use of sand, the majority of the foundrymen Leather Research
have considered sand a necessary evil, and have de- The work of the Leather Research Laboratory, under
voted but little thought or effort to the development or- Dr. Mcl.aughlin has been written up in previous issues
sand specifications, or tests for the various properties of of THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER, so a mere resume is
sand. presented at this time. The work of the laboratory

Quite recently, however, some valuable pioneer work deals with the fundamentals of chemistry, bacteriology,
in this field has been accomplished under the direction and histology. This is because the problems of leather
of Dr. H. Ries of Cornell University, and as a result, a manufacture lie in these three fields and the derivation
few test methods have been tentatively adopted by the of laws governing tanning must first be developed in
American Foundrymen's Association. These tests are the pure sciences involved. The application of the
rather crude and empirical, but they nevertheless in- laws, once derived, has proved to be a comparatively
dicate the quality of sand to a reasonably fair degree, simple matter .and has created wealth for the Leather
and are being used by many large foundries. Industry, which has. thereby been enabled to produce

Owing the experimental status of the testing of more and better leather from a unit of skin. Since
molding sands, much time has been spent by the Survey fundamentals are being dealt with, it is not unreason-
in investigating and developing sound, "fool-proof," able to expect that they will prove of value in other
procedures for measuring the various properties of sand scientific and industrial fields and that they are not
mentioned above" It is difficult to get away from restricted to leather. It is hoped that they will be
empiricism, but much can be accomplished by a careful helpful; particularly, to medical workers, since it is a
investigation into the causes of the properties which it reasonable assumption that the science of the tissue
is desirable to measure. Such an investigation naturally skin has much in common with that of other body
leads back to the basic principles of physics, chemistry tissues.
and geology. Chemical studies inform us of the composition of the
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original skin and how this composition has changed violins of Antonio Stradivarius. But manufacturers
from the time of the animal's death until its skin has have come to think that the research work can find an
been tanned into leather. answer for them to the question-why with the same

Bacteriology is important, since the real object of materials and the same workmanship do we sometimes
tanning is to so treat the skin that bacteria cannot turn out instruments noted for their tones, and some-
decompose it and that the resulting material may be times those that are repulsive to the human ear?
usable and d.urable. In ad4i~ion to this, w~en we speak The Department of Sound Research of the Institute
of ch~nges In .the composition of the skin we really is now engaged in discovering the solution to this
refer, ~n most I?stances, to changes brought about by problem. A working assumption has been made that
bact.erlal agencies. ... differences in tone are due primarily to differences in

HIstology ~hows us the structure of the original tI~sue the complexity of make-up of the sound waves pro-
~nd how this s~ructure c~an.ges u~der the varIOUS duced by the instrument. Thus the first step is to
Influences to which the ~kln IS subjected. In. other make a sound analyzer. The chief requirements of
words,. we can <?ften see In what manner c~emlcal ?r the analysis is that it shall present in some pictorial
bacterial agencies have affected the varIOUS skin manner the characteristic sound of the instrument in
components. . question. Not until after the characteristic complex

The .res~arches under~aken ha~e dealt w~th t)1e sound waves of well toned and of poorly toned instru-
determination of the varIOUS proteins pres~nt In skin, .ments have been obtained can the next step be taken:
t~e amount. and. nature of the fatty bodies and .the determining by empiricism and by theoretical analyses
kind of physiologic salts and the nature of the combina- what variations in the materials and in the workman-
tion of these three general substances which, together ship of the individual instrument will alter its tonal
with water, m.ake up the who~e skin: The bacter~a qualities.
present on skin have been differentiated and their Lithographic Research
characteristics studied as well as the nature of their
action upon the skin. The post mortem changes The imp.rov~ment in t~e" art of printing during the
which occur in the skin the nature of the interaction few centuries SInce the discovery by Gutenberg of the
between skin and vario~s electrolytes, the mechanism principl~ of movable type ~as be.en larg~ly due to the
of the depilation of skin and the cause of the-swelling mechanical cr~ftsm~n. It IS an Int~r~stIng fact, how-
of skin proteins by acids and alkalies are all subjects eve~, that, while a high degr~e of art~stlc value has b~eh
which have been studied. .achieved, and the mechanical devices of production

have been developed to remarkable extent, further
Investigation of Sound progress in theart of printing is necessarily limited by a

. . . . third factor-a thorough knowledge of the chemistry of
Although the pr~ncIl?les underlYIn~ th~ propagation the raw materials and processes involved. The Depart-

of sound, as a longitudinal wave motion In a gas, h~ve ment of Lithographic Research under Dr. Reed, is
been well known for n~arly a century, the acous~Ical therefore attempting to analyze the chemical principles
pr.oblems of tra~sformlng co~plex s~und. waves Into connected with this important system of printing.
faithful mechanical or electrical oscillations, or the . .... · ·
reverse, open up two fields of research in which much Llthog~aphic prInt~ng dIff~rs ~rom the usual prIJ.ltIng
work is still to be done. These divisions are the methods In that the.I~pre~sIon IS ;ma4e by a relatively
design and control of sound generators and receivers, pl~n~ surface; the printing Image dlff~rI~g from ~he non-
and the investigation of sound as a subjective sensa- prInt.lng portion <?fthe surface ?nllin ~ts chemical and
tion, since it is the ear that is the ultimate critic in physlc~l prop~rtles. The printing Image IS made
acoustic work. at~ra?tlve to Ink and repelle~t to water-s-the non-

Under. the category of sound generators, we include printing surfa~e ;epellent to Ink and attractlye to
those devices brought forth with the advent of radio water. ~he printing surface w~s formerly a partlcul.ar
communication, in addition to musical instruments of type of. limestone .. Recently lI!Uestone has .been dIS-
all descriptions. Thus the field of research has been carded In ~avor of ZInc ~nd. alu~Inum ~lates, SInce these
given an impetus, not so much by the accomplishment make possible rotary printing WIth all ItS advantages of
of communication at a distance as by the remote speed and accurac~. .The offset .process, ,th~ most
reception of music and of large-scale sound sensations rece~t develo~men.t In lithography, IS made p03sIb!e by
including, as it does, the problem of handling wide the. Introd?ctlon I~tO th~ press of an e.xt~acyhnder
variations in intensities and frequencies. That is to which receives ~he impression from the prI~tlng surfa~e
say, as long as mere intelligible speech was the only an~ tran~fers It to the paper to be prlnte~. ThIS
requirement of sound transmission, evidenced in the cylinder IS. ~overed by a rubber blanket which pre-
telephone, many research problems did not present sents a !es!hent surface t<:>pla~e an? paper, ~her~by
themselves, and those that did were not investigated accomplishing results of which direct lithographic print-
comprehensively, for economic reasons. The manu- ~ng IS lI!-capable .. I~ general, then, the place of research
facturers of musical instruments have been quick to ~n th~ lithographic Industry can be shown by the follow-
take advantage of the sound researches inaugurated, Ing diagram: . . .
especially by manufacturers of radio receiving appara- The problem of handling .paper IS one of firstI~-
tus. The new development in the so-called "Ortho- por~ance. It. ~as been p~rtlally solved by the appli-
phonic Victrola," capitalizing the idea of balancing catIo~ .of ~umldlty control In the press-roo~s an.d proper
the impedances of the integral parts of the instrument, condltlonI~g of the st.o~~. Further ~ork IS beIng. done
illustrates this point. . to determine the ~easIbIlIty of .reduclng' ~he capacity ?f

It has long been the ambition of manufacturers of paper for .expan~Io.n and shrinkage WIth changes In
musical instruments to gain a better control over the atmospheric humidity.
tonal quality of their products. It is individually Metal printing plates have their disadvantages as
neither the wood nor the workmanship in a Stradivarius, well as their advantages. One of the former is their
but it is the combination of the two producing an unus- tendency to oxodize or corrode, which seriously affects
ual tonal quality that has enhanced the value of the the quality of the design to be printed and shortens
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their usual life. This problem is being attacked from
the electro-chemical standpoint.

The printing image is usually produced on the plate
photographically by means of a light-sensitive mixture
of albumen and alkaline chromate. The best set of
conditions for preparing this image or design has never
been the subject of methodical research and is there-
fore being carefully investigated as improvement will
mean a valuable addition to the average life of printing
surfaces.

Rubber is the best material known at present for the
blanket and on the offset press. Rubber, however; has
the property of absorbing oils and swelling or becoming
sticky. This swelling and stickiness limits the number
of impressions that can be made from one blanket.
The problem of producing -a resilient blanket free from
these undesirable characteristics is being attacked.

It is obvious that all of the problems which present
themselves cannot be attacked and solved at once.
The research department will proceed as rapidly as
circumstances permit and there is no apparent danger
of an immediate shortage of research material.

Basic Research in Science
The Basic Science Research Laboratory which was

organized last year, under the directorship of Mr.
George Sperti, is undoubtedly the most unique lab-

it). This gives rise to the conception of critical poten-
tials, of the critical amounts of energy required to pro-
duce certain structural changes in matter. Although it
is admitted that many of the old classical experiments
cannot at present be explained on the basis of the
quantum theory, the fact remains that in many cases
results can be accurately predicted, Should this theory
be applicable to biology, it would permit of accurate
mathematical derivations. To expect such a theory to

-,
Infra-Red and Hertzian Spectroscopy

oratory in the world. The-following ideals upon which LC,3 - S Ultra- Violet and Visible Spectroscopy
it has been organized will substantiate this claim: There ~. \ ~
can be but one set of laws governing the activity of the apply is not illogical, for let us consider some of the
ninety-two chemical substances (i. e., the fundamental ways in which radiant energy may affect living material.
laws of physics, of biology, of chemistry, of all the If we assume their action to be due to the removal of
other basic sciences should agree in their conclusions electrons from atoms, we are driven to the quantum
regarding the activity of the elements); therefore, if equations commonly seen in modern physics.
representatives from each of the basic sciences be The principal problem confronted, in the application
gathered into the same laboratory, and cast aside all of the quantum theory to biology, was to supply the
claims, to personal merit, and if all work to solve the various forms of biological life with different amounts
same basic problem, the opportunity for success ought of energy and by empirical tests to determine the
to be greatly increased. The personnel of the Lab- critical potential at which a definite charge in biological
oratory headed by Mr. Sperti accordingly consists of a life could be brought about. The energy that was used
physicist, a biologist, a chemist, and an electrical was supplied by radiations obtained chiefly from the
engineer, Messrs. C. Dustin, W. Lang, R. Norris, and ultra-voilet region of the spectrum. It will be remem-
R. Withrow. bered that each wave length in the spectrum is charac-'

The first basic problem that is being attacked by terized by a definite amount of potential energy.
the Laboratory is to apply the quantum theory to Therefore, in order to be able to form or to apply any
biology. The quantum theory, the most modern theory particular potential upon a substance, the other
in physics, is simply this: All matter is discontinuous, radiations must be shut ou t. Naturally, the infra-red
consisting chiefly in electrons revolving about protons; range of the spectrum would be for the most part ex-
(the revolving system, in various shapes and sizes eluded by the use of filters in aqueous solutions. The
makes up the atom); and all energy is discontinuous method of excluding radiations was that involving the
(i. e., an electron can not be removed from its orbit till uses of "filters," i. e., solutions of various substances
a definite amount of energy is accumulated to act upon that are opaque to all but one narrow band of radiation.
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Let us consider the removal of -an electron from the
orbit of a simple atom. Let the charge of the atom be
e; the charge on the nucleus E; the radius of the orbit
in which the electron is rotating r; and the mass of the
electron m. Then the centrifugal force of the revolving
electron is given by F = ~vz

and the electrostatic attraction by ~~
Since these two forces must be equal, we may write

Ee = mv" but the kinetic energy of the electron is given
bv ~mv2 or ~c

Bohr's postulate requires that

nh nh
mvr = ZIT or r = Zll mv

or r::::;:~ & V=ZIlEc
4IIJ mEe nh

Hence, the energy of the electron in this position is
r· b w_ZIIZmEJ e',Iven Y - nS hz • .

If the electron is removed from its orbit, it is neces-
ary to give it not less than twice the energy it has in
his position; i. e.,

2W = 4I12 mE! e2

n2 hz

Hence an atom will only be ionized when a critical
unount of energy is given to it. This energy, as we
.now, bears a definite relation to the frequency required
o ionize the atom.

h - ZIP mE2 cz
v- ns h-

vhere v = -f. and h is Plank's universal constant.

From the foregoing it may be concluded that a
:ritical frequency is required for the removal of an
Iectron from an atom. It seems quite possible that
he effect of radiations upon living matter is merely an
ndirect one. It may be due to the dissociation or
lecomposition of vital chemical compounds. Let us
onsider the energies required for the' dissociation or
lecomposition of a compound. The dissociation of
.ases and vapors has already been dealt with extensive-
'I. Compton and Mohler have shown that the dis-
ociation of compounds in the vaporous or gaseous
tates, by electronic impacts, occurs at critical voltages,
, e., critical velocities of the impinging electrons,

Destruction of Protozoa at Various' Wavelengths

Fortunately some work in filters had already been
done by other experimenters, though considerable more
had to be accomplished by the Laboratory before the
solutions and concentrations that would meet these
conditions were obtained:

1. Sharp absorption with only one band in the
ultra-violet region.

2. Great Stability
a. With time
b. With exposure

3. Accuracy and ease of reproduction
It was not until hundreds of solutions had been

tested that the following were found to be the best:

Salts Concentration A ~A

Ammonium Sulphate Concentrated 2030 90
Strontium Chloride "2120 100
Calcium Chloride 1-2 2220 30
Acetic Acid 1-500 2250 50

" " 1-50 2300 70
" " 1-20 2370 80

, Lead Acetate 1-1000 2450 30
" " 1-600 2480 60
" " 1-400 2540 30
" " 1-200 2570 80

Copper Sulphate 1-100 2650 30
Lead Acetate 1-40 2680 70

" " 1-20 2750 130
Copper Sulphate 1-40 2880 80

" " 1-25 2960 170
" " 1-3 3130 210

Cuppric Chloride 1-20 3340 320
I-Aluminum Chloride) plus 9 water 3660
I-Copper Sulphate)

Fig. 1 is a photograph of the absorption spectra of
the above filters. Several liters of each of the above
solutions were made. When it was necessary to use a
filter, a quantity of the solution was poured into a cell.
The cells were made by cementing a brass ring 5 em.
in diameter by I!em. deep to fused quartz plates I!mm
thick. ·The cells were filled to a depth of 10 mm. which
was the depth of the absorption cell used in photo-
graphing the spectrum. The cells were coated on the
inside with a hard cement so that the brass would not
react with the filter solution. The cells were then
placed between the biological substance being experi-

Absorption Spectra of Ultra- Violet Filters

mented upon, and ,the source. of radiation, a quartz
mercury arc.
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Consider the energies required for the decomposition
of solutions of such compounds as the alkali halides,
by means of radiations. If a solution of the material
is exposed to radiations of different wave lengths, we
should find a critical value at which decomposition of
the molecule occurs.' In most cases delicate chemical
tests will reveal such a decomposition. If the decom-
position of compounds depends upon the transfer of
electrons from one atom or orbit to another, a critical
frequency as in the previous case will be required. The
decomposition potential may then be computed from
the Einstein Equation-

Ve=hv
V - 12.345

- A

where v is in kilovolts and A in A 0. The conclusion is
therefore made that if the effect of radiations on living
material is due to the dissociation, to the decomposition
or to the synthesis of compounds, there will be a critical
wave length at which this should occur.

It may be stated that potassium iodide, for example,
was found to be decomposed when exposed to radiations
shorter than 3660A 0 and that ozone was formed when
oxygen was exposed to radiations shorter than 1860A~.

Expressed in other terms, the results obtained were:
bacteria have a critical wavelength at which they are

Hydrogen Ion Apparatus

killed, i. e., no radiation longer than a critical value is
effective in destroying bacteria-; and the major critical
points for all the bacteria examined are the same.

To further illustrate the application of the quantum
theory to biology, the Laboratory determined the
critical potentials of protozoa, using Uroleptus Mobilis
and Blepharism Arisma Euglena. The interesting fact
came to light that both types of protozoa tested were
destroyed at the same critical value of frequency, in-
dicating that their organism must have something in
common which is essential to their existence. The
results obtained from the protozoa experiments are
shown in the accompanying graph.

It is probable that the action of radiations on living
things is due to the dissociation or decomposition of

Chemical and Biological Laboratory ·

-The Laboratory also determined the critical p~ie~tials
of certain enzymes. The data obtained for enzymes
are given in the following table:

1. Critical point for maximum inactivation
1. Invertase 2480 A 0

2. Rennet 2370 A 0

3. Pepsin 2370 A 0

II. Degree of inactivation at critical point
1. Invertase 20%
2. Rennet 15%

- 3. Pepsin 15%

, The first attempt to investigate the effect of radia-
tions on living material was made with bacteria. The
types of bacteria used were, 1. B. Coli Communis; 2. B.
Subtilus; 3. Staphylococcus; and 4. Micrococcus Catar-
rhalis. The following results were obtained:

Wavelength Results
2000 All bacteria killed
2650 "" "
2750 "" "
'2880 Approximately 70% killed
.2980 "60% "
3130 Bacteria unaffected
3250 " "

250-KV. Kelley-Koetl X-Ray' Unit
(Loaned by the Kelley-Koett Company)

chemical compounds. If the critical point at which
living matter is destroyed is the same for all forms,
there is reason to believe that the same compou-nd in
all is being attacked. The Laboratory is at present
investigating some of the constituents of cell protoplasm
with the hope of finding the critical wavelengths at
which they are affected. These data may give some
clue as to just which parts of the organisms-are acted
upon by the radiations. These experiments, of course,
are based on the idea that the action of the radiations
is due to the dissociation or decomposition of com-
pounds.

If radiations .destroy living material by decomposi-
tion of compounds, by the removal of electrons, or; in
fact, by any method which would require the action of

(Concluded on page 25)
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THE GOLD RUSH OF 1920-1926
By W. V. ARNOLD, Com. E. '28.

Any observant person who spends a few weeks in
Florida brings away with him a miscellaneous assort-
ment of impressions which tend to offset the hole in his
bank account. For, in some respects, Florida is a
state of mind. Without attempting to analyze them I
am setting down some scattered ideas which I recently
picked up down there, from conversation and from the
reading or experimental verification of booster litera-
ture.

Florida, the mecca of wealth, the gold pot of America,
and the land of tourists, has held the nation's, if not the
world's interest, for five years. A few years ago, who
would have thought that a strip of land four hundred
and fifty miles long, two hundred miles wide, and three
and one-half feet high, would be the playground of the
country?

Unlike the gold rush of '49, in which the gold seekers
pushed their way over miles of sparsely populated land,
the modern gold seekers take their gold with them and
seek investments.

Some struck it lucky and are living in mansions,
while the unfortunate return home poorer but much
wiser.

Miami, especially, which already has multi-million-
aires, is still attracting northern capital in unlimited
amounts, and much to the distaste of the northern
bankers, the northerners are drawing out their money
from their local banks and are investing in Florida real
estate.

Any person who returns from Miami will tell you of
the accomplishments of George Merrick and his co-
workers in the Coral Gables district. The Coral
Gables Company does not alone reap the benefits, but
shares its success with numerous other real estate
enterprises.

Florida has 1,200,000 natives. Governor Martin
declares that it can support forty million more. That
is about one-third the population of the United States,
and it looks as though the people of the other forty-

. seven States had taken him at his word. The highways
leading into the State are choked with cars; rich
limousines roll along side by side with the battered
flivvers that fly the family wash, perhaps, from the
rear.

What are these things worth to the man who has the
.leisure to enjoy them, and the money to pay for them?
That is what they think about. I~ this the very best
place in the world to go to escape the snows, colds,
pneumonias, closed windows, and hissing radiators of
the northern winter? And how long will rich men
compete to get final possession of it?

Every eager new arrival is busy figuring that out.
For the "push" is largely made up of land speculators,
amateur and professional. They are buying the
famous sunshine to sell it to someone else.

cited in every village store in the country. L. F. Chap-
man; a Floridan, writing in the American Mercury for
November, tells of two interesting deals. "About 300
acres of land" he writes, "two miles from my home,
were sold a year ago for $9.00 an acre; two months later
the tract was resold for $150.00 an acre; less than five
months later it brought a million and a half. Wild,
raw land. A day laborer of my acquaintance bought
160 acres last winter for $4,000, giving a mortgage for
most of the purchase. Within the week, he had sold
out for $100,000 and bought a $3,000 automobile."

From the eastern ridge one looks down the Indian
River, a stretch of sea water separated from the
Atlantic Ocean only by a narrow strip of jungle land.
Here is being planned a residential community to
charm the most critical eye. Famous architects and
landscape gardeners have been retained to make a
masterpiece-parks, plazas, and boulevards-huge
palms, Mediterranean type of 'architecture-million
dollar hotel-bathing casino-yacht harbor-I8-hole
golf course-climate unsurpassed in all the world.

One syndicate alone has set aside $2,000,000 for this
kind of "come on" advertising this year. The reader
of it, already excited by tales of fortunes quickly made '
in Florida, does not readily note that these develop-
ments are merely "proposed" or "suggested." He
does not know that. the Florida land .boom has now
reached a state where a good many of the "proposed"
and "suggested" developments will have to materialize

The east coast of the peninsular State, from St.
Augustine to Florida Keys, now represents an un-
broken succession of syndicate holdings; the acres of
sand have been subdivided into more than a million
lots. 'In the IOO-mile stretch from Palm Beach to
Miami, half a million tracts have been sold and. resold
and are now, many of them, again for sale-at fantastic
figures.

Thousands of the land speculators have made
fortunes. Their sleight-of-hand deals are being re-

Battered Flivvers thai Fly the Family Wash



before the land which has kited so high can go any
higher or even maintain the values last set for it.

For those of us who may be contemplating even yet
a flight to Florida, the afore-mentioned Mr. Chapman,
who has lived in Florida for fifteen years, lays down a
rule of guidance.

"The only safe rule" says he, "is to buy on the ocean
front, on a gulf front, or on an improved highway near
some growing town or city, and on terms that can be
met indefinitely."

A few years ago, before the big development started,
all this land might have been bought for $25 an acre.
True. But that get-rich-quick possibility is past.
The winter resort region is no longer a poor man's
gamble. He simply cannot horn in. A man of wealth
may; for he can spend thousands of dollars in further
developments of his property to give it that greater
value that he hopes to take out in profit. Every little
proposed city-by-the-sea "waters at the mouth" at
sight of a millionaire. It means "development."

Nothing, however, is being said here against the man
of moderate means going to Florida to grow, slowly, if
need be, with the country.

The' winter resort sales and developments are bring-
ing tens of thousands of wealthy new residents to the
cities and towns, and they must be fed and served in all
the various ways that create livings for people by the
sweat of their brows. A building and construction
boom is on. A business boom is just beginning .
.Truck farming and dairying, for those who understand
it, is a real opportunity. "The best thing that could
happen to Florida now," said a local booster, "would be
for someone to ship a hundred train-loads of real estate
men back North and ship a hundred train-loads of
northern farmers South." ,

Only about one acre in ten of the tillable land is under
cultivation. This land is not the kind that is gambled
in. To take any profit out of it will require some years
of labor and perseverance. It is found in the interior
of the northern half of the peninsula midway between
the two coasts. "Anything that can be grown in a hot
house in the North can be raised here in the Ridge
country in the open," says a prominent Jacksonville
man. The growing season is from October to May.
That means that early vegetables and fruits may be
.shipped to northern markets as well as supplied to
Florida's own rapidly filling winter resort coast towns.

The southern half of the peninsula, back a few miles
from the famous winter resort coastline, is jungle.
Once drained, it will undoubtedly make the finest truck
gardening soil in the world. But drainage will be very
difficult and will cost, it is estimated, $100,000,000.
Twenty-five thousand acres near Sarasota on the west
coast have been drained by Potter and Honore Palmer,
millionaires of Chicago.

Western Florida above the cocoanut belt seems
hardly to have been touched by the "great migration."
Here the land is still chiefly" held by native Floridans

and settlers of long residence. Recent travelers seep-
ing back through it from Miami describe it as a "vast
virgin land." "One travels for miles in some places
without seeing a habitation."

But it is not winter-resort land. Over on the 'east
coast the temperature rarely goes below 43 degrees or
above 90 degrees, the year round. .This is because it
fronts the Gulf Stream, an equalizing influence.
Nevertheless, land on the west coast is jumping; some
of the disappointed would-be pioneers of Miami and
neighboring points, are prospecting now around
Pensacola and Tallahassee and adjacent beaches.
Water frontage can be bought here from $50.00 an
acre up to $400.00 a lot. At points between Pensacola
and Cedar Key it can be had as low as $15.00 per acre.
But it is to be borne in mind that the entire region is
poorly served by railroads and highways. A scenic
highway has been projected from Milton above Pensa-
cola around the gulf to St. Petersburg. It mayor may
not go through. That is gamble. The State has
passed an enabling act, and a number of wealthy
syndicates have been encouraged to buy up large pieces
of beach property along the proposed route. They will
advertise it handsomely and unload it at a profit just
as if the highway had already gone through.

--
N ow you have the facts about Florida land.
The "shoestringer" who has $500 in his pocket and

ten gallons of gas in his flivver, and who expects to buy
a lot for a few hundreds down and the rest in so many
months, and sell it before the judgment day at a fancy
profit, had better donate his $500 to the poor at once.
They need it worse than any of the land pirates who
will pluck it in Florida. Twelve hundred "lot-sharks"
and "blue-sky operators" were run out of Miami,
recently, in one week.

To show that Florida has a sound foundation, a short
history of the State is as follows:

By Diligent Search One Can Find a Real-Estate Agent
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It is the only State in the Union entirely surrounded
by Florida Water.

I t is bounded on the North by the Eighteenth
Amendment and on the other three sides by the three-
mile limit.

Its principal ports of entry are any open faced inlets
or bays, pointing toward Bimini and Cuba.

It is the only State in the Union having an East
Coast and a West Coast. These two coasts are
separated by two hundred miles of land and about
twenty dollars a day in price.

"Y ou can get a fair meal in the hotels for $2.00 and
the same meal in a cafeteria for sixty cents."

On the East Coast, guests do not eat after the first
day.

You can purchase a good ten-cent cigar in Tampa for
two-bits'. At Palm Beach, cigars are kept in the safe
and issued only on written orders from the Secretary
of the United States Treasury.

Florida was once the bottom of the sea. I twas
'covered with oyster beds. Many of the hotels are
using the same beds yet. Florida hotels are built of
whalebone, pasteboard, and mortgages, and were the
originators of the rubber price list.

Florida is inhabited by Indians, Afro-Americans,
White Men, and Feedbag Tourists, sometimes called
Tin Canners.

The Reds live on the Everglades, the Blacks live on
the Whites, the Whites on the Tourists, and the Tin
Canners live on the Municipal Camp Grounds.

The Seminole Indians were the original settlers of
Florida, but history was not included in their curricu-
lum.

Key West is so called because it is on the EAST
Coast and is not the key to anything.

The original name for Miami was Miazma.
Daytona was named by a man from Dayton, Ohio.
The official emblem of Palm Beach is a hand ex-

tended-Palm UP-in welcome.

Florida's principal sources of income are· hotels,
fruits, alligator skins, tourists, and the best press agents
east of California. .

As a money-making proposition, a Florida hotel
ranks right next to a war contract. Owing to the
climate, they require no heat. As there is no soil, mud,
or dust, no water is required for washing purposes, and
the nearness of Florida to Cuba, the Bahamas, and
Bimini does away with it as a beverage. Owing to the
prices placed upon it, very little food is required.
Owing to the "Spanish Style" of furniture used, nobody
can sit or lie on it, so there is very little wear and tear
on it.

But the one great outstanding feature of Florida is
its fruit; orange raising coming first, of course.

Raising oranges in Florida is a cinch. All that is
required is money enough to liv-e on while raising the
oranges.

By searching diligently, one can generally find a real
estate agent in most any town who will, under per-
suasion, sell one an orange tract at from $400.00 to
$600.00 an acre. For $125.00 this land can be cleared.
You will obtain about three hundred dollars' worth of
wood and lumber from each acre. But as no one will
buy it, you have to pay to have it burned up.

Y ou then buy your trees. These "trees" are about
the size of a slate pencil and cost $1.25 each. They run
about 100 to an acre.
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FLORIDA is the chin-whisker of the United States.
In shape, it is a cross between a sheet of blotting-

paper and a fishhook.

Your tract is now planted. And all you have to do
for the next six years is to water .them and squirt ex-
pensive prescriptions on them and fertilize them with
other expensive compounds.

At the end of this six years your trees are in bearing.
And you engage some fruit packing concern to pick,
pack, ship and sell them for you. Then you get -a'
statement from the concern telling how much of a
balance you still owe them.

The next Florida fruit in importance is the grape-
fruit. A grapefruit bears about the same relationship
to an orange that a capon does to a hen. It is a cross
between a lemon, and dose of quinine, and a pumpkin.
It tastes about as much like a grape as it does like
Hostetter's Bitters. The same person must have

The Spanish Style of Furniture Does Not I noiie Repose

Palm Beach Means Palms Up
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named it who named Near Beer. It has the color and
disposition of a blonde ticket seller of a moving picture
theater.

'The kumquat is the only thing in Florida which
acts up to its name. It looks and tastes just the way it
sounds. .

Florida is also the home of the big game hunter, the
biggest games being found at Palm Beach and Miami.
Among the other games to be found are Dear (refer-
ring especially to hotel rates), Bare (on the bathing
beaches), the Hook Worm, Wild (and tough) Turkeys,
Tincan Tourists, and Razorback Hogs.

Florida is the only State where real estate is sold,
strictly on the level. There isn't a hill in the State. ·

Florida prides herself on her educational system.
Many of her native sons and daughters speak English
as well as Floridan.

Belleaire "Heights" is eighteen feet above sea level.
St. Augustine claims to be the oldest city in the

United States.
Santa Fe says St. Augustine is a liar.
Every town in Florida, except Orlando, has a Yacht

Club-BUT, "there's many a man wears a Yachting
Cap, who never owned a yacht."

St. Petersburg was named for St. Peter. St. Peter is
dead.

St. Petersburg is celebrated for its Green Benches,
Kilties Bank, dried cranberry necklaces, horse-shoe
pitchers, checker champions, a mayor who would not
accept a salary, the best climate and the worst park
system in the U. S. A., and A REAL ESTATE AGENT.

The fish bite so voraciously in Florida waters that

, I

Not Every JUan_.Who Wears a Yachting Cap Owns a Yacht

you have to mark your bait "POISON" to keep the
fish from climbing into the boat after it.

During June, July, August and September, Florida
is inhabited by "Crackers," "Carpenters," "Care-
takers," and "Can't Get Out-ers."

By the middle of October, 'New Hampshire, New·
Jersey, Iowa and Ohio start moving to Florida for:

'Tis a Land of Golden Sunshine,
Where the softest breezes blow,
Sweet with a thousand perfumes
O'er the Gulf of Mexico.

A land of Rest and Happiness,
On the shores of Southern Seas,
Where you close your eyes to the Lullabies
Of the wind through the Florida trees.

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATIONS
For years the scientists have attempted to make The ultraviolet ray is applied to bring quick aging

artificial sunlight and to apply it to achieve the marvels and testing of industrial materials; it detects the
of nature; they have delved into the actual sunlight and fastness of dyes and the quality of inks. I t can be
determined its constituents; they have studied radio- used to dry oils and leather and to determine the
activities in nature and have utilized electrical phe- durability of coatings such as paints. In many bleach-
nomena. As a result the world has a great variety of ing operations the ultra-violet radiations are useful
new light waves to apply. Of these the ultraviolet and they can be used to vulcanize rubber, to test the
rays so frequently encountered from electric arcs have .quality of paper, to waterproof paper and to detect
long been known. Much erroneous matter about the impurities in food products.
ultraviolet-ray effects has been published, but at the In the field of mineral and 'metal fluorescent studies
present time a truly astonishing list of useful applica- lie a large number of commercial possibilities,' and even
tions exists. the cold light so eagerly sought may at last be found

Control of the reactions of many gases and of several through the use of these radiations. Researches of
chemical reactions has been achieved. In photo- many kinds are continuing, and in the near future it
chemical and photolytic reactions the ultraviolet ray should be possible to reconcile 'and summarize a vast
has an important place. It is effective in halogenation number of data on ultraviolet. applications. It has
reactions and in sterilization. A real field has been been proved beyond doubt that this radiation from
found in applications to biology and therapeutics, and electric arcs, 'once considered only as an element
it has come to have a very great commercial import- deleterious to eyesight, is a very useful industrial and
ance for industrial work in testing and bleaching. scientific tool.--Eleclrical World, Vol. 86, No. 18.
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CONSUMPTIVE CREDIT
M. A. RONEY, Com. E. '28

Credit as a whole, like all Gaul, is divided into three finance company as collateral for his own note, for a
parts. These divisions or types of credit are, invest- somewhat smaller amount. The dealer, with the
ment credit, commercial credit" and consumptive proceeds of his note, then pays the manufacturer or
credit. The last of these is largely the outgrowth of jobber from whom he obtained the goods. The pay-
recent business development. ments on the note of the dealer to the finance company

Consumptive credit refers to the extending of credit are made, to coincide with t~e ~aturity ~ates of the
to individuals who use the money or the goods received purchaser s n?tes. From this It can easily be seen
in satisfying current wants. This transaction may that the ~argln of safety held by the finance company
take the form of granting a loan or of selling goods on gradually Increases. .. ..
time. The goods involved in a strictly consumptive One compan~, very actI~e In th~ re~aIl busln~ss,
credit transaction are non-productive and the lender uses the following metho~ In financing ItS long-time
will receive payment only if the borrower has sufficient s~les .. ~eference~ 3:re required of the customer, .so th3:t
income from other sources. i hIS ability and willingness to pay may be well investi-

· , ~ gated. The goods are delivered to him, and he makes
. The sellInp- of consumers goods on extended credit a down payment. The balance is taken in notes
IS comparatlv~ly a rece~t development. There were secured by a chattel mortgage. The company indorses
~owever, pr~;Ious to this devel.opment, .th~ so-called the notes and turns them over to a bank as collateral

loan sharks w~o were seldom, If ever,. wIthI.n the .law. for their own note. In this case, since the company is
At. t~e present trme, .however, the. ~uslness. IS entirely financially sound and reliable, they pay their notes as
!egltlmate. and has risen to a pOSItIon of importance they come due' with no regard as to the maturity dates
In the business ~orld: Companies have be~n organized of the collateral notes. Upward of sixty per cent of
who~e sole buslI~ess IS to finance t~e buying o~ goods their total sales are conducted in this manner, and upon
on time, and their numbers are growing at a rapid rate. the whole, it.is very satisfactory. Naturally, there are

The variety of commodities which can now be the repossessions and losses due to failure of customers
bought on time embraces almost everything used to to pay, but these are not of large enough amount to
satisfy human wants. Although the government has hamper or make unprofitable the venture. If an article
not yet seen fit to sell marriage licenses on time, one is repossessed, it is usually new enough to be sold again
can buy the engagement ring, wedding ring, house, as .new, and, since something was taken i!1 on that
furniture, vacuum cleaner, phonograph, radio, and article, at least the down payment, the cost IS reduced ..
practically anything his fancy dictates on the extended ~he que~tion as to where finance companies get
credit plan if he so desires. The railroads will not let the~r funds IS ?ftyn asked. They,?f ~ourse, haye some
you pay for your summer vacation during the following capItal of their ow~, ~ut the ~aJorlt~ of their funds
winter, but you can buy competing transportation in arise fro~ borrowIn~ at a commercial bank. The
the form of an automobile on extended credit. commercial banker will often lend to a finance company

when he would not to the dealer, because the extra
There are two general methods of financing time indorsement gives him more security. Also the

payments, the wholesale financing and the retail expense to the banker would be considerable to handle
financing. In the wholesale method, the finance each small loan, but he can make a profit in handling
company lends money to the dealers to pay his obliga- them wholesale for the finance company.
tions. The dealer gives his promissory note arid a Many arguments have been made against finance
chattel mortgage or a trust receipt on the goods. If companies and selling on time. Two of these, at
the goods are stored in a warehouse, the receipt for least, are worthy of mention, if not of some discussion.
the goods is turned over to the finance company. When The first is that high-pressure sal~smen can .get people
the goods are not in a warehouse but on the dealer's of moderate means to buy, on thia plan, things which
floor, care must be taken that he actually has the goods they can~ot afford. Ce!tainly t~ere ~~e many cases of
upon which he issues the mortgage. Recently in this repossession du.e ~o failure or inability ..to keep up
city an automobile dealer borrowed money on cars not payments. If It IS ~rue ~hat p_eople ofmo~erate or
· h· .. small means buy things In this manner which theyIn IS possession, and quite a tangle resulted. The an ot .re ddt k b t II t t t th. . c n auor or. 0 no eep, u a ow 0 rever 0 e
company manufacturing the. car stepped In a?d dealer, then the class of people who can least afford it
straightened out the tangle In, order to protect It~ is being exploited. The second argument is that
customers. fmance companies, by their very 'nature, make expan-

Since the dealer is constantly selling his goods, it sion easy in times of rising business. Likewise, in time of
is obvious that the security passes from his hands decline they make contraction harder and put an added
before the expiration of the loan, but under the terms strain on the banking system. Obviously, it would
of the agreement between the finance company and take. the finan?e compan~es some time t? curtail their
the dealer, the claim against that goods still rests with lending operations, gr3:ntlng that .they WIshed to do so,
the finance company. It should be clearly understood, bec?use many of their loans will not mature for .a
however, that the finance company does not look to period of ten months. or l?n~er. Anot~er argument IS

the purchaser for settlement, but to the dealer. In that fin.ance c~mpanl~s aid In over~ellIng the market
this f f f . ·t· hvi th t th dit by making buying easier. The glutting of the used-car

I~ orm 0 Inanc~ng I IS O. VIOUS a e cre I market is certainly an indication of this over-selling.
rating of the ?ealer IS of grea~ Importance. . However, a conclusion as the the desirability of this

In the retail plan of financing, the purchaser grves type of credit in our business structure can only be
his notes to the dealer, who turns them over to the reached by watching developments.
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THE EVOLUTION OF A SEAPORT
By A. J. WILDMAN, JR., General Engineer '26

Ever since the first radical pitted his cunning and slowly canalized. But far sighted leaders saw that
strength against the power of the sea, mankind has had more than this was necessary to make Mobile a world
a deep appreciation for a sheltered harbor. And, if port. Facilities for handling cargoes were sadly lack-
that harbor be located at the junction of a navigable ing, nor did there seem to be any means whereby the
river system and the sea, its appeal to the human mind needed equipment and plant could be obtained.
is irresistible. One of the most discouraging facts that the city had

It is not strange, therefore, that the French founded to face was that the railroads entering Mobile paralleled
a colony in 1711 on the broad, flat plateau at the mouth the harbor line so closely that it was impossible to
of the Mobile River. Nor is it strange that that colony build docks without encroaching upon the carriers'
has grown into a city, surviving war, pestilence, and right-of-way. The railroads, of course, built their own
storm to face a bright future as the State of Alabama's docks, but their interests lay in transporting goods
only seaport. But this change from sheltered road- rather than building port facilities for the future.
stead to world port did not take place in one wave of a They were able to take care of existing business by
magic wand. To use a much-abused word, the evolu- using cars for storage and they handled most of their
tion was slow and interesting. freight directly from the cars to the ship.

ALABAMA STATE DOCKS
Relief Map Prepared by the Commercial Geography Class, Mobile High School

From its founding until well into the time when It happens that it is just this practice of using
Cotton was King, the merchants were content to ship freight cars for storage that has proved to be' such a
their goods in vessels of shallow draft or to transport thorn in the side of most of the South Atlantic and
their cargoes on lighters to ships in the Lower Fleet, as Gulf ports. In order to make up a cargo properly,
the deep roadstead in Mobile Bay was known. This certain kinds of goods must be classified. This is best
did very well so long as labor was cheap and time done in a transit shed; for, when goods of this character
possessed little monetary value. must be transferred directly from freight car to ship,

The nineteenth century waxed and waned, and with confusion and loss of time will be the result. Much
its going the citizens of Mobile began to overcome the time is also lost in spotting the cars and removing those
exhaustion of a bitter war and to take stock of the which have been emptied.
future of their city.

. . .. Now, if there is one thing a ship owner wishes to
Need of Port Facifit ies Recognized guard against, it is loss of time in port. Loss due to

Some progressive work 'had already been done storms at sea can be written off the books by means of
toward improving the port. A channel from the Gulf insurance, but loss in port due to sluggish movement of
of Mexico to the city's wharves had been deepened and cargo is certain to appear on the wrong side of the
marked. The river system of Alabama was being yearly statement. It became quite apparent, there-
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fore, that if Mobile wished to hold the position which
geographical location had originally given her, she
must provide facilities for collecting cargoes and quickly
placing them aboard ship.

Municipal Dock Projects
The first movement in this direction resulted in a

municipal wharf and freight shed. Now while this
wharf was the physical sign of a community comprehen-
sion of the subject, and was and still is a valuable asset,
it by no means solved the problem. In the first place,
it was only large enough to accommodate three mer-
chant vessels and, in the second place, it was cramped
by railroad-owned property.

of the State of Alabama was placed behind the port to
the extent of ten million dollars.

This money, however, did not become immediately
available. An enabling act had first to be passed by
the State Legislature. Then the Legislature passed an
act creating the Alabama State Docks Commission and
a board of real estate appraisers. The function of this
latter body was to place a fair price upon the property
needed 'by the State for its docks project.

While the fight for State aid for the port was in pro-
gress, the Federal Government had been developing the
inland waterways and the approaches to the Gulf of
Mexico. At present, therefore, Mobile is connected
with the mineral lands of northern Alabama by more
than 1,000 miles of navigable waterways and a channel
30 feet deep gives access to the sea.

Choosing a Site
One of the first problems that the State Docks Com-

mission had to solve was that of location. Of all
available sites, there' was one that offered peculiar
advantages. This was a strip of low, swampy land,
roughly rectangular in shape and approximately three-
quarters of a mile wide, which lay within the limits of
the city, and extended for a mile and a half along the
Mobile River. Ever since it had been taken from the
Indians, it had been a breeding ground for snakes and
mosquitos and had been put to few uses other' than to
support the roadbed of the main line of the Louisville
and Nashville Railroad. But that railroad had had
much to do with the swamp's remaining primeval; for
its right-of-way was so near the river's edge that there
was no room for the building of docks along the water-
front.

Discharqe oj Maferialjor L. &' N. Railway Embankme':;t
I

The next move toward providing the port with proper
facilities resulted in failure; for the city sunk several
hundreds of thousands of dollars in an exposed location
before ascertaining that an enormous amount of money
would be required to finish the project. But like the
sailor that Mr. Kipling wrote about, the people of
Mobile learned from experience. And they also re-
ceived a certain amount of inspiration from the city of
New Orleans. It slowly began to dawn upon them
that the port of Mobile was not only an asset to the
city proper, but to the whole State of Alabama.

War Achievements Lead to State Aid
During the World War period it had been found

possible to fabricate steel ships in Birmingham, Ala-
bama, to float the separate parts on barges to Mobile
by river, and to erect the ships at the water's edge.
Not only had this been done, but cargoes had been
assembled at the port while the ships were still on the
way so that a few weeks after a vessel had been
launched she had cleared the port laden with iron for
Europe or the Orient.

This war-time achievement had made a deep im-
pression upon the minds of the industrial leaders of the
Birmingham district and they were quick to see that,
with proper port facilities at Mobile, they would have
an open door to world markets for their goods.

So Birmingham joined hands with the sea coast city
to persuade the voters of Alabama that the develop-
ment of the port of Mobile would redound to their
benefit. This was no easy task, but, after several
years of labor, the measure was passed and the credit

Part of Floating Pipe Line and Dredge "Alabama"
Looking North on Mobile River

Until the railroad agreed to move its tracks inland,
this site could not be considered for the proposed docks.
The Louisville and Nashville officials proved to be most
agreeable to the project, however, and they gave the
State Docks Commission their hearty co-operation.
The Commission, thereupon, began to acquire the
needed land. In all, the State bought 526 acres,
deeming it wisdom to buy land which would be needed
for expansion. Thus we come to the present phase in
the evolution of this seaport and we see a city realizing
a dream which it has cherished for many years.
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Plan of the Docks Project
The general plan of the Alabama State Docks Com-

mission takes into consideration not only the present
needs of the port, but also future expansion.

It calls for alternate slips and piers which will
eventually accommodate thirty ships at one time. On
these piers there will. be transit sheds and shipside
warehouse space and both railway and vehicle service.
In conjunction with the docks proper, there will be a
joint interchange freight yard and a belt line railway.
A canal, 15 feet deep will be dug inland from the docks,
emptying the Three-Mile Creek. A large block of
land adjoining this canal will be leased to manufac-
turers for factory sites. These are the main features of
the Docks Commission's plan.

The enabling act,. which created the Docks Com-
mission, placed a million dollars at its disposal for the
first year. This amount was sufficient to buy the
needed land and to 'move the main line of the Louisville
and Nashville Railway from the river's edge to a loca-
tion 1,800 feet inland.

This phase of the work has been completed. In
building a new right-of-way for the railroad, a bridge
had to be erected to span Three Mile Creek, which
borders the Commission's property on the north and a
long causeway of sand had to be placed across the low
ground to carry the tracks.

This causeway was built of sand pumped from the
bottom of Mobile River by means of a suction dredge
and conveyed by a 20-inch pipe line to the fill. Here
the water was allowed to escape, depositing the sand at
the desired spot.

As it will be necessary to remove an enormous
yardage of sand in building the docks, the Commission
considered it wise to buy its own dredge. A new dredge
was therefore purchased at a cost of 300,000 dollars.
It has given good service, moving the sand at a very
low cost per yard.

Slips and Piers
Since the land is sandy, the slips will be dug by means

of a suction dredge. These slips will be 1,600 feet long,
350 feet wide, and 35 feet deep. The sand excavated
from the slips will be pumped upon the Docks Com-
mission's property; for the entire site will be raised to
an elevation seven feet above mean tide.

Between each pair of slips, there will be a pier.
Flanking each pier, will be an apron built upon re-
inforced concrete foundations and designed to carry a
load of 300 pounds per square foot. Against this
apron, the ships will dock, three on either side of the
slip. The apron will carry three railroad tracks
parallel to the side of the slip, allowing ship tackle to
be used whenever possible and insuring ample switching
facilities in spotting cars.

To the rear of the apron and paralleling the slip will
be a long transit shed, 180 feet wide. These transit
sheds will be wide enough so that a cargo can be assem-

bled and classified at a specified berth. As soon as the'
ship docks at this berth, the cargo will be quickly placed
on board, thus greatly shortening the time required to
load the vessel.

At the rear of the transit sheds, there will be long
loading platforms, two lines of railway tracks, and a
vehicle driveway. Ramps will be built at intervals so
that trucks can be driven directly into the sheds.

The re-inforced concrete work alone will cost ap-·
proximately 1,100,000 dollars for each pier.

Interchange of Freight
To facilitate the movement of freight in the port, an

important part of the Docks Commission's work will be-
the building of a joint interchange freight yard and a
belt line railroad. The latter will connect all of the-
railway systems entering the port and will allow an
interchange of freight cars to be effected upon the yards-
built for that purpose on the Docks Commission's.
property. Thus not only will freight destined for the
.State docks be assembled at a convenient point, but,
congestion will be eliminated.

Creation of Factory Sites
A great need was felt in the city of Mobile for suitable-

factory sites. Industries wishing to enter the city have
been deterred from doing so because reasonably cheap-
sites, which had both water and rail transportation
available, could not be found.

But by using its surplus land to create factory sites,
the Docks Commission has solved this problem for the-
city in a very satisfactory manner.
, Not only will industries placing factories upon the

State's land find leasing terms reasonable, but they wilt.
also have rail and water transportation at their very
door.

Sphere of Influence
In using the State's credit to develop the port of

Mobile, the primary object in mind was to provide a
point of distribution to the world for goods produced.
by the rapidly developing industrial and agricultural.
interest of Alabama. But the sphere of influence of a
well equipped port upon the Gulf will reach far beyond.
its immediate hinterland. Offering good warehouse-
and docking facilities and prompt service, such a port
would be in a position to compete for traffic originating'
north of the Ohio River and in the Middle West and
destined to the West Indies, Central America, and the-
entire .West Coast of South America. For certain
goods, such a port upon the Gulf could not only compete-
for coastwise trade with the Pacific ports of the United
States and British Columbia, but also with Japan,
China, and the Orient.

Of Interest to Cincinnati Shippers
In the Cincinnati Industrial Survey, the question-

was raised, "Where is Cincinnati's future great trade
territory?" And the answer was: Largely in the-
South. The Cincinnati zone of influence, on a basis of
freight rates and other vital considerations, includes.
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parts of the following States, the figures showing the We see from these figures that the State of Alabama
percentage of population of the State within the is largely within the Cincinnati zone of influence.
Cincinnati zone: This is due not only to the fact that two trunk line

Ohio., 45.0 per cent railway systems run directly from the Ohio city to
Indiana ._. ..._75.0 per cent Alabama, but also to the northern city's location upon
K~nt1!cky----------------------------------------93.5per cent the Ohio, Mississippi, Warrior system of canalizedIllinois 3.9 per cent .
Tennessee 73.5 per cent rrvers,
Alabama 81.6 per cent The Port of Mobile will, therefore, not only provide
Georgia 70.3 per cent a gateway to world markets for Alabama products, but
North Carol~na------------------------------21.2per cent it will offer another opening to foreign trade to aggres-
South qar?l~na-----------------------------.47.0per cent sive producers in Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, andWest Virginia 41.0 per cent K Cit
Virginia " 7.9 per cent ansas I y.
Mississippi. 12.3 per cent

-~-----_ __ .._.-~.__ . .............,_:.:.:.; .

RAILROAD DEVELOPMENT
By L. L. LAMBORN, Com. Eng. '29

(Illustraiions Courtesy of The Octagon)

The fact that people have to be "shown," has been in 1825. On the opening of the road the new Stephenson
demonstrated time and again. The efforts of early engine, "Locomotion No.1," hauled a train composed
inventors to develop new devices for the welfare of the of 22 wagons, filled with passengers, and 12 wagons
world have usually met by the people with scepticism, loaded with coal, making an aggregate weight of 90
and, in most cases, with ridicule. The history of rail tons, at an average speed of 5 miles per hour.
transportation is no exception. Prior to 1836, it was the belief of the people that no

locomotive could travel up a hill under its own power.
During 1836, William Norris, who was regarded by
many as a reckless young man, constructed a locomo-
tiv.e weighing 14,000 pounds. A trial run was made
and the engine performed very well. Norris then set
about it to see whether this engine of his could. go up a
hill. He selected a hill at Philadelphia with a grade of
369 feet to the mile. To his astonishment and delight,
this iron monster made steady progress to the top of
the incline. This experiment was repeated time and
again, but no one would believe it. Articles appeared
in the leading journals of the day, charging that Norris'
alleged feat was "done in flagrant and open violation
of the laws of gravitation." Illustrations and figures
were also used to point out that no locomotive could
ever climb an ascending grade by its own power.

The first railway consisted of wooden rails placed
2 or 3 feet apart, and secured to the ground by wooden
pegs. Later flat iron bars were added to the top of
t.hese, in order to protect the wooden rails and make
them last longer. These bars were flat and about
4 inches wide and 5 feet long, with holes in them for
spikes. The rails were without flanges, the flanges
being put on the wheels instead. Owing to the short

Early Type of Locomotive With Cowcatcher

As early as 1804" Richard Trevithick had b~lt;J.;;
locomotive which, at its first trial in Wales, hauled a
wagon containing ten tons of coal at five miles per
hour. In 1814 George Stephenson built his first engine,
and put it in operation on the Killingworth Railway in
England. The engine hauled a load of thirty-five tons
at the rate of four miles per hour, on a grade of 450 feet
to the mile.

The. next advance in the growth of the engine was
made on the historic Stockton and Darlington Railway
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'length in which these rails had to be cast, the joints coming obstructions to the movement of their trains,
were numerous, and the tracks rough. From year the financial department was also having its troubles.
to year different improvements were made until our The tickets that were used in the early days were made
present railway track and bed were developed. of heavy cardboard and bore the signature of the

During the experiments of Norris, mentioned above, official of the railroad. They were collected at the
his iron monster was caught out in the rain as it started end of the line and were used over and over again
up the incline, the wheels slipped and progress stopped. until soiled. As time went on people found different
Some kind friend conceived the idea of throwing sand ways of cheating the railroad company. They would
under the wheels, which then secured a grip and rolled purchase a through ticket, and at the station nearest
merrily onward. Bad weather was not the only cause to their destination, they would buy another ticket to

the next town, where they had wished to go. The
through ticket would be kept for another trip when
the operation, no doubt, was repeated.

To combat this fraud, the financial department of
~the railroad started a system of pencil marks', but the
pencil marks were easily erased, so the system of
punching the ticket was adopted. This mutilated the
ticket so that it could not be used again. Weare re-
minded of the poem "Punch, Brothers, Punch!"
written by Mark Twain shortly after the introduction
of this system:

"Conductor, when you receive a fare,
Punch, in the presence of the passenjare:

o A blue trip slip for an eight cent fare,
A buff trip slip for a six cent fare,
A pink trip slip for a three cent fare,
Punch in the presence of the passenjare.

Chorus
Punch, brothers! punch with care!
Punch in the presence of the passenjare."

The First Railway Telegraph Instrument
.\.\ ..,.....

for slippery rails. Grasshoppers were another. There
were myriads of them, who took a special delight in
camping on the rails. They were so thick, that their
crushed bodies on the rails, would cause the driving
wheels of the locomotive to slip, and trains were
stalled. Men were hired to sweep off the tracks, but
no sooner had they done so than the troublesome
insects hopped back on again. Brooms and scrapers
were attached to the locomotives, but they were of
very little value as they soon wore out, or hindered
progress of the train. Some unknown genius then
thought of the idea of pouring sand on the track, so a
box was installed on top of the boiler, and pipes ran
from the sand box down to the rails, and by working a
valve in the pipe, the engineer could deposit sand on
the rails directly in front of the wheels.

Another menace to the safe and speedy movement of
traffic was the prevalence of cattle and swine, which
wandered along the tracks and stopped the trains.
A young machinist, named. Isaac Dripps, invented a
device known as a "cowcatcher," which was designed
to brush animals off the track. The device was a
two-wheel truck fitted with an arrangement of several
long iron bars, which came to a point. and projected a
few feet ahead of the train and a little 'above the track.

The initial trial proved successful, but a few days
later a large bull was caught, and held so firmly, that
much force had to be exerted to pry him loose. Rail-
road officials thought this form of cowcatcher too
effective and 'it was replaced by a heavy iron bar,
extending across the forward truck and at right angles
to the track. This was later amended and the present
cowcatcher came into use.

While the mechanical department was busy over-

When the Railway Ticket Punch was New

During the railroad centenary celebrations held in
Darlington, England, on July 1, 2, and 3, 1925, one of
the spectacular events was the procession of locomo-
tives and trains which ran over the identical portion of
the Stockton and Darlington Railway first constructed
in 1825 by George Stephenson. The engines, which
had been supplied by many railroad companies in
Britain, illustrated the progress' made in locomotive
construction, while later in the procession tableaux
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were arranged showing passengers dressed in the 1825 Locomotion No.1
costumes of the period travelling in early types of Height Length Weight H. P. Cost
passenger coaches. The engines were driven by men 13'3" 24' 8! tons 25 $2,500
dressed in the costume of the period of their con- 1925 Garratt
struction. The driver of "Locomotive No.1" wore a H~ig~,t Len~th Weight H. P. $Cost

. .. 12 10 80 178 tons 3824 50 000blue swallow-tailed coat, WIth white trousers, and wore '
t II hit h t th hit e om lete The evolution of railroad practices and improvementsa aWl e a; e woe pagean was v ry c p . . .' .
d ff ti In the earher days was dictated by necessity, There

an e ec rve, . id he rail . I· h ·. . . were no agencies to at t e rai roads In so vmg t err
. The exhibits numbered. about SIxty, and were run. at mechanical problems or to assist in the selection of
Intervals of about two mI~utes, S? that the proces.slon proper materials. Today, the railroads have the
took two hours to pass a gIve~ point ; they were driven benefit of engineering staffs and organizations that are
at the speed o~ about five miles per hour. M~ny of striving for the betterment of railroad equipment. An
the earher e~gInes we:e able to ,:un under ~helr own instance of this is the improvement of side-frame
power,. but Locomotive No.1, whose bo~ler could design, guided and assisted by the results obtained on a
no: WIthstand the pressure of s~eam r~qulred, was testing machine of the American Steel Foundries in
driven for the occasion by a gasohne engme, their plant at Granite City, Illinois. The first side

The greatest contrast was seen in the exhibition of frames tested on this machine-side frames that were
"Locomotive No.1," Stephenson's original engine of then considered good-failed under 1000 deflections.
1825, and the Garratt locomotive, the latest acquisition Today, side frames withstand 700,000 deflections.
of one of the English Railroad Companies. Some This is an example and illustration of the improvement
contrast between the earliest and latest of engines is and progress made in developing the crude inventions
shown by the following figures: of less than a century ago.

The Institute of Industrial Research and io the intensity of the incident beam. These two
. (Continued from page 14) equations may be combined into

the radiations to be directly on a molecule or an atom, [I. . I' I, I· I· I .

we would expect the quantum expression. 13=1> (/~g2o-IOSl) , (IOgZ,,-IOgZ) , (IOgZo-logZ)
~ 1· ~ 2 ~;

Ve=hv ~
to hold. -----7J. u -----z) i 'i ----- 'i ]

Experiments in which it is hoped to find the critical .1' :l' "'.1' a' If

velocity of cathode rays (electrons) required for the de- .
struction of living material are under way. Therefore,. If the. qu~ntum t~eory, as c?mmonly

. . understood In phySICS, IS not directly apphcable to
In the equation (Ve=hv),.V, e and:, will.then be biology a theory which is very similar must hold. The

~nown, hence h can be de~ermIne~. It WIllbe Int~r~st- critical point method affords a means of stating biologi-
mg t<? note whether this equation holds for living cal facts mathematically and is to be considered an
material. innovation in biological determinations. Furthermore,

In view of the data, so far obtained by the Lab- it is highly probable that i~ these experiments t~e Basic
oratory, on critical 'wave lengths and data compiled by Research Laboratory has discovered a ~herapeutic agent
other laboratories on absorption coefficients, it seems for the ~reatI?ent of thos.e human diseases ~hat have
possible that a mathematical expression such as the baffled biologists and medical men for centuries.
following will hold: Many experimenters have interested themselves in

the problem of the effect of radiations on biological
forms. Their work, 'however, has not been with the
view of deriving energy relations or mathematical ex-

B= ep (~f,fl2'-·--~~' ~.~ ,----.-z}", i.L' t:--------l~) pressions for biological reactions. In other laboratories
- experiments have been performed in which one part of

the spectrum was shown to be much more active than
. . another. Again experiments have been performed in

~here B de~otes biological effects, u~.---un,.t~e absorp- which it has been shown that there are some biological
tI.on coe~cIents and Vl,------Vn the intensities of the forms which will be readily attacked by one region of
different hnes of the spectrum. In general, then: the spectrum and not at all by another. There have

been no experimenters, it seems, who have sought for
discontinuities in curves in which biological effects have

log z~- ~q i been plotted against wa,:elengths. The theory of
/--' Of: d quarta and the mathematical calculations so far de-

termined are applicable only if discontinuities occur
in these curves. I t is this point which the Laboratory

where i denotes the intensity of the radiation, after is investigating and herein Iies the uniqueness of the
passing through a thickness d of the absorbing media, research.



A. NEW THERMOSTAT WHICH EMPLOYS
OLD PRINCIPLES

By R. D. BOURNE, E. E. '28.

26 THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER

Recently, the Westinghouse Electric Company paid its expansion toward its edges is prevented and that
Mr. John A. Spencer the sum of one million dollars for further bulging outward is impossible, then the effect
a simple yet very efficient invention. This invention of increased temperature will be to develop the stresses
was a simple disc type thermostat which overcame all in the disc until the internal forces are great enough to
the difficulties which had previously come up in con- strain the disc into a concave position. This action
nection with electric thermostats. His patent was will be very sudden and its rapidity accounts for the
issued to him in ,1923. It covers a quick-make and snap in changing from a convex to a' concave form.
quick-break thermostat in which the temperature This is primarily the principle of. the Spencer disc
control element is itself the moving part without the thermostat. Instead of a convex disc of one metal
use of levers, springs, or other subsidiary parts. This however, he used two discs of different kinds of metal:
patent, in addition to other controls, covers a disc type These metals, which are brazed or welded together,
thermostat which does away with the necessity of com- have different coefficients of expansion. At a normal
plications so common to ordinary thermostats and temperature, the two metals are arranged so that the
permits the thermostat itself to break, without the use inner one has the larger coefficient of expansion. This
of a relay, power units as high as 3500 volts, either causes the inner disc to expand more than the outer for
direct or alternating current. the same rise in temperature. The curvature of the

When Spencer was a boy, he lived in the backwoods outer disc being greater, it spreads over a larger area
of Maine. As a boy of fifteen, he went to work in a than the inner disc.
clothespin factory. He had a very active memory and When heat is applied and the temperature rises, the
absorbed almost everything that he saw. This factory inner disc expands more rapidly than the outer, thus
or mill was equipped with a fire-tube boiler with a large causing the inner disc to take an outer position to allow
smokestack. At the bottom of this stack was a right- for its increased size. When this tendency becomes
angled elbow which had a large disc-shaped cover strong enough, the convex disc snaps over to a concave
hung on hinges. This cover was hinged on so that position. Now, as the temperature falls again, the
access could be had in cleaning the boiler. At ordinary contraction of the metals is unequal, thus giving the
room temperatures, this disc-shaped cover was always disc a tendency to resume its former or convex position. ,
convex in shape, or as the foreman called it, "bulging When the normal temperature is reached, the disc will
out." When the fire was burning brightly, however, suddenly snap back to its normal position.
the cover would suddenly snap, for some unexplained The principle of compound metals is old and has
reason, to the concave, or "bulging in" position. been used for many purposes before. Its commonest
When the fire became low and the boiler grew cooler, applications are in clock pendulums and balance wheels
the cover would snap back to its convex position. of fine watches. Thermostats have been made before
This operation took place with a good bit of noise, and of compound metals but they were of the bar type and
this noise gave warning that the fire needed attention. were very slow. In an electrical device this slowness
Only a few took notice 'of this man-hole cover and its is a very great disadvantage, as slow action at the
snapping action. Spencer was one of the few and he break of a contact caused considerable arcingwhich was
stored the fact that the action of the cover was an damaging to the apparatus.
absolute temperature alarm away in his mind. Mechanically, the principle on which the Spencer

Later in life, Mr. Spencer began to work on ther~ t~ermostat works ~s similar to that of t?e bottom .of an
mostats. He recalled his observations of the phenom- oil can. In an oil can, the bottom IS .~echanlcally
en on of the old boiler cover and, using his imagination, pushed fro.m a convex to a concave position. When
he began to experiment on a line of work which led to th~ .push IS. :eleased, the botto~ snaps b~ck to .its
,the disc type of thermostat. In working this out, he original position ", In each o~era~Ion there IS a quick
had to find a way to overcome the difficulties incident snap, due to t?e Internal strains In. the metal. If the
to the construction of an electric make-and-break bottom of an oil can were made of bi-metal and heated,
regulator of heat and current, and to dispose of the it would act exactly as the disc therm?stat does.
troubles the chief of which was arcing. When Mr. Spencer began work on hIS thermostat, he

'. 0 o. 0 chose for the field of application one that has long stood
The principle of the thermostat IS exceedingly SImple. IOn d f h devi Thi th It' I f ld

o. • nee 0 sue a evrce. IS was e e ec rica ie
When heat IS applied to a metal body, It sets up hi h h lb' d f· t .h . it. . w IC as ong een In nee 0 JUs sue a circui
stresses In that body. These stresses are In the nature cont I Th th t t' f bl h.' .. ro . e ermos a IS 0 reasona y eavy con-
of ordinary mechanical forces and under their action a st 'ti d f t f th It' . it

.' 0 • rue Ion an may orm a par 0 e e ec rIC oircui .
metal dISCtends to expand. If the dISCIS fixed so that (Concluded on page 34)



Pioneering and Engineering
In 1871Sirnon Ingersoll, the father of the present Ingersoll-

Rand Cotnpany, brought out his first rock drill. Ingersoll-
Rand, the pioneer, is now theworld's leading tnanufacturer 0:
compressed air machinery.

Byconstantly utilizing the latest advancesin engineering, b~
selecting the best materials, by rrrairrtairring high quality 0:
worktnanship, and by standing behind its m.achines wit}
efficient service, Ingersoll-Rand Company has broadened it:
fieldand has increased its usefulness to industry.

I-R rock drills and pneumatic tools are used in mines, quar-
ries, and tunnels; in oil prospecting; and in general corrtract.inj
work of everydescription.

I-R air cornpressors are available in a great variety of size:
and for rnariy different pressures. I-R gas com.pressorsare usee
for booster stations and for the extraction of gasoline frorr
natural gas.

I-R heavy oil engines are reducing the cost of power. Ir
steam power plants I-R vacuum pum.ps and condensers are
tnaintaining high vacua.

The oil-electric locomotive is the latest triumph of I-B
pioneering and engineering.

INGERSOLL ..RAND CO.
11Broadwav v NewYorkCity
Offices in principal cities the world over

AIR AND GAS
COMPR~SSORS
ROCK DRILLS
DRILL SHARPENERS
PNEUMATIC TOOLS

TIE TAMPERS
CAMERON PUMPS
VACUUM PUMPS
CONDENSERS
AIR LIFT PUMPS

AIR HOISTS
OILaGAS ENGINES
QIL- ELECTR rc
LOCOMOTIVES
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AMONG THE ORGANIZATIONS

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER28

The Co-Op Club. A. I. E. E.

\ The Co-Op Club under the direction of Jim Paisley, C. E. '26, The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is an organi-
President; Cooke Benton, C.E. '27, Vice President,and Bill Grosse, zation of practicing engineers who are striving to keep in close
~. E. '28, Secretary-Treasurer, has enjoyed some excellent contact with the rapid progress being made in the electrical fields
meetings. The meetings were held on the campus and were ad- The Institute, through Regional, Section, and Branch meetings,
dressed by Dean Schneider, Professor Jenkins, and Fred K. does much toward formulating of standards, toward advancing
Hoehler. The entertainment at the meetings was furnished by of ideals, and in cultivating a spirit of co-operation. There are
the members of the Club. one hundred and sixteen Sections and Branches in the cities and

The biggest meeting of the year was the annual Co-op Stag, colleges of the country.
which was held at Hotel Alms on April 10. Unusual interest was At the University of Cincinnati the Branch has had monthly
shown in this big get-together of Co-ops and Co-op alumni, since meetings at which several prominent engineers have spoken, and
it was the curtain raiser for the twentieth anniversary celebration two moving pictures have been shown. Many of the students
of the founding of the co-op course. are also enrolled as Student Members and attend the meetings

of the local Section.
The Co-Ep Club Aside from the technical activities the U. C. branch has had

Th'e Co-Ep Club was organized in November, 1920, by the two social functions annually, a dance on the campus early in
first Freshman Class of girls in the College of Engineering. It the winter, and a stag dinner toward the end of the school year.
was originally composed of women students studying comme~cial Nearly ~very student enrolled in the E. E. course is a member of
and chemical engineering, but it now includes all women students the Branch.
in the commercial, chemical, architectural, and nutrition courses. President F. E~ Sanford Treasurer B. J. Roof
The Club was formed in order to unite these students with their Vice-President J. E. Winters Secretary W. C. Osterbrock

common interests into an 'organization through which they might
b . d . h h th a : hi h h A. S. M. E.become etter acquainte . WIt eac 0 er, an m w c t ey

could discuss their mutual problems. The growing prominence of the mechanical engineer in every
The Chern-Commerce Club, the Applied Fine Arts Club, and field of activity and the influence and value derived by i~timate

the Nutrition Club are divisions of the Co-Ep Club. 'Each of contact with engineers of recognized authority, should remind
these organizations has its own officers and its own monthly students of the real values of belonging to the Student Branch
meetings. Two general meetings of the entire Co-Ep Club are of the A. S. M. E. while in college.
held each year, one in the fall, and the other in the spring. The Th d d . d b h f h d d. ere are many a vantages errve ot or t e stu ent an
latter is a banquet and farewell party for the graduating members. his instituti It offers an oonortuni f h d 1 .IS institution. t 0 ers an opportunity or t e eve opment In

The organization is represented on the Woman's Student ., . .the art of presenting orally engmeermg matter before an audience,
Government Board. The officers are: .. . I I d .. I I I h. . stating a proposition c ear y an convmcmg y. t paces t e
Katherine Leyman President d . h h d f h hni I h 1.' stu ents on a par WIt t e stu ents rom ot er tee mea se 00 8

Elizabeth SchwebeL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Vice-President d. if db' ·an a or s a common aSISor Interest.
Marguerite Wykoff - _Seeretary-Treasurer
. Notwithstanding the difficulty encountered in operating a

The General Englneers' Club Successful student branch, it is felt that in the future the student
branch will be a live one, demanding the best the students can

As the future demand for engineers bids fair to require men give and returning innume~able benefits. In the future only those
with a broader knowledge of the technical sciences, Dean who show interest and application in mechanical engineering
Schneider arranged and introduced the six-year co-operative will he admitted to membership.
course in General Engineering. Due to the special features of Th ffi f h d b h f h 19 5 26. . e 0 cers 0 t e stu ent ranc or t e, year 2 - are
this new course the SIXyear students have much In common. In ~ IIas 10 ows:
order to promote their individual and collective interests, they
formed the General Engineers' Club. President , - - - - -Gerald Cowan Treasurer - - - .Harold Edwards

One purpose of the organization is the presentation of classical Vice President - -Lucius Exley Secretary - -Charles M. Reesey

programs in an endeavor to assure a well 'balanced education. • .1
· . h h . h f I· d musi The Braune Civi SThis contact WIt t e varIOUSp ases 0 art, literature, an mUSIC

is a potent factor in creating and developing new interests and The Braune Civil Engineering Society was founded in 1914
activities. by the students in the Civil Engineering Department. The

P. W. Crane-President society was named in honor of Professor G. M. Braune, who was
R. D. Landon-Secretary-Treasurer at that time the head of the department.
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In 1920 the Society became a student chapter of the American Every two weeks, the student members meet for dinner.

Society of Civil Engineers. As an organization it seeks to promote Varied and interesting programs are arranged for such occasions.

a closer relationship between civil engineering students, and to Other activities of a secret nature complete the hours of Tau Beta

afford a means for general discussion of civil engineering problems. Pi meetings.

The officers for the present school year are: Each member feels that his affiliation with Tau Beta Pi is the

SECTION 1- zenith of his collegiate achievements. Every engineering student

R. D. Landon, President, should aspire to qualify for election to this fraternity- thereby

C. C. Winter, Secretary benefiting himself as well as his Alma Mater.

R. W. Barsdale, Assistant Treasurer A prize of a log-log duplex slide' rule is being offered to the

SECTION 2- freshman who attains the highest scholastic average for the first

G. E. Lillibridge, Vice-President two terms of the school year. I t is felt that this will promote

A. G. Lothes, Treasurer scholarship and will thus further Tau Beta Pi ideals.

A. O. Vitz, Assistant Treasurer

Beta Gamma Sigma
The Co-Op Commerce Club B G S· . h h f .. fi. eta amma igma IS t e onorary ratermty In the eld

The Co-Op Commerce Club is organized for the purpose of of commerce. I t is the recognized honor society of the Association

bringing about a closer relationship between the commerce of the Collegiate Schools of Business. I t is to the student of
students in the College of Engineering and Commerce. Commerce as Tau Beta Pi is to the Engineer and Phi Beta Kappa

Meetings are held on alternate Thursdays at 11 :30 a. m. in to the student of the Liberal Arts.

the Faculty room. I t formerly had been the practice to have The Beta Gamma Sigma pledges for the present school year

the group addressed at these meetings by a business man on some are:
phase of business. At the beginning of this year the policy was Boettger, Earl William_,.. '26

h d d lk h . . f broader i Buehler Daniel Christian '26c ange an ta s ave been gIven on subjects 0 roader Interest. L A h . ------ - - - - - - - - --

Some of the outstanding topics have been, Immigration, Values B:~~r, ~:n ~~;:~h_-_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~
in Art, European Travel, and the League of Nations. Hoppe, Edward Theodore '27

The new plan has met with general approval and will probably Humphries, Roger NeiL '27
he continued in the future. J aspers, Joseph Henry - - - - - - ., '27

The Club has an annual banquet at which there is a large Sterrett, Chester Kory - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '27

alumni attendance. Eta Kappa Nu
The officers for the present school year are:

w. E. Dunkman President E. W. ChatfieId Secretary For attainment in their profession or for a manifestation of

H. V. Hopkins __Vice-President Chester K. Sterrett __Treasurer deep interest and ability in their chosen life work, practicing and
aspiring Electrical Engineers are drawn into the fraternal union

Alpha Kappa Psi . of Eta Kappa Nu. The fraternity was founded at the University

Al h K P· . fessi l Trat.ernit d f of Illinois in 1904 and now has chapters in the leading Engineer-p a appa 81 IS a pro essiona ra erru y .compose 0

I t d f b th th d d . h I ing Colleges throughout the country. There are also Alumna!commerce men se ec e rom 0 e ay an evemng sc 00

f th C I] f E· . d C Th bi t f Chapters in many of the larger cities.o e 0 ege 0 ngmeermg an ommerce. e 0 jec 0

th f t it . ttl . 'ti d f II hi By offering an ideal to the undergraduate student, Eta Kappae ra erm y IS 0 promo e c oser associa Ion an e ows p
h h I t d th b . ld thei fi ld Nu seeks to maintain the highest standards for those who areamong men w 0 ave se ec e e usmess wor as err e

of life endeavor. about to start active practice. Students in the E. E. course are

Thi f ternit f d dOt 5 1904 t th S h I f chosen in their Junior year on the basis of scholarship, personality,IS ra erru y was oun e c, a e c 00 0

C A t d F· f N Y k U· it Et and character. Graduate members are chosen for their attain-ommerce ccoun s an mance 0 ew or mversr y. a
Chapter was established at Cincinnati in 1914. The National ment and high standing in their profession.

O . tion i d f 43 'ti d 8 Al I Ch t The Active chapter at the University of Cincinnati has sevenrgamza Ion IS compose 0 ac rve an umna ap ers.
members in the graduating class and seven in the Junior class of

Tau Beta Pi this year. In addition to the regular meetings, a number of

T B t P·· 'ti al h .. f t it It social gatherings are held each year with the Alumni membersau e a 1IS a na Ion onorary engmeering ra erm y.
h 49 h t d 13 000 b M I d· . of the fraternity who are located in the city.as c ap ers an over , mem ers. any ea mg engr-

th B t hi h i th . . . f th d D The members in this years graduating class are:neers wear e en -w c IS e msigrua 0 e or ere ean
S h . d f . Sam Fife Frank Sanford John Tielkingc neider, several professors, an a number 0 Instructors at the ' ,
Universit b Walter Isler, John Campbell, Edward Graves,nrversi yare mem ers,

A necessary (but not sufficient) qualification for membership Elmer Norell.

is a high scholastic standing. Any, student not in the highest S bb rd d BI d
f h f h· I .. I· ·bl 0 hree iuni f hi h ca a an a eourt 0 IS C ass IS me IgI e. ne to t ee Junlor~ 0 tg est

standing-scholastically and otherwise-and seniors in the The National Society, Scabbard and Blade, a national honor-

highest fourth of their class are initiated in the fall of each year. ary military fraternity was founded at the University of Wiscon-

In the spring of each year an initiation is held for a few men of sin in 1904, and now consists of sixty-five companies, or chapters,

the highest eighth of the Junior class. located at various Universities and Colleges in the United States.
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The society believes that the greater opportunities afforded college
men for the study of military science place upon them especial
responsibilities as citizens, and so was organized in order to unite
in closer relationship the military departments of American
Universities and Colleges; to preserve and develop the essential
qualities of good and efficient officers; to prepare its members as
educated men to have a greater influence in military affairs; and
above all, to spread intelligent information concerning the
military requirements of our country.

C Company, Fourth Regiment, of Scabbard and Blade was
installed at the University of Cincinnati in January, 1923. Since
the installation the tradition has been established of pledging new
members at the annual military ball in February or March of
each year. Students taking the advanced course in military
science and tactics become eligible for membership in their
Junior year, if they have attained sufficient excellence, up to that
time, in their military classes. Two honor men are chosen from
the Pre-Junior class each year. It is to be stressed that person-
ality, character, and enthusiasm are weighted as factors equally
as important a's efficient performance in military work, in the
process of selecting new men.

The social functions of the local company consist of an annual
spring dance, and a number of parties and smokers. A pistol
team has been formed which will compete this spring for the
"Scabbard and Blade Cup." Beginning this year, an' annual
affair will be the awarding of a prize to the Freshman who is
selected by the Military Department as the best all-round man
of his class. This award will be made during the military ex-
ercises that take place on "Home-Coming Day."

Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi is an international professional fraternity of

men interested in business, either as students, profeasors.or busi-
ness men. It was founded at New York University, November
7, 1907. There are now forty chapters in the United States and
Canada. Eighteen of these maintain a house or permanent
quarters.

By bringing together business men, students of business, and
commerce faculties, each will benefit from an interchange of
ideas. The fraternity furthermore encourages the closer associa-
tion of the individual members within the above groups. This
will foster high scholarship and the mutual advancement of the
students in research and practice. To the business world, it will
mean the promotion of higher standards of ethics and a furthering
of the civic and commercial welfare of the community.

Alpha Chi Sigma
Alpha Chi Sigma is the oldest and largest Chemical Fraternity

in the Country. The local chapter, Alpha Delta, was established
in 1917.

Any upperclassman who intends to make some branch of
pure or applied chemistry his profession is eligible for member-
ship. The men in this group, who are in good standing, who are
well liked, and who are interested in campus activities, are
chosen for membership. The following men have been initiated
year:

William Bennett Edward N aberhaus
James Campbell Forrest R. Nagely
Ellis T. Crawford Theodore du
Leroy A. Critchfield William Schanzle
Arland Dalve Nathan P. Spang
Eugene Duffy Harold E. Wright
Howard Montgomery Ballard Yates

The social calender for the remainder of the year is well filled.
The spring dance will be held May 1. Founders' Day will be
celebrated jointly with the Cincinnati Professional Chapter, on
May 17.

Officers (1925-26)

Captain (Pres.) P.W. Dorst _
First Lieut. (V. Pres.) . D. Landon
Sec. Lieut. (Treas.) L. E. Francis
First Sergt. (Secy.) W. E. Lessard

HIGHWAY SAFETY PROMOTED BY MECHANICAL
TRAFFIC CONTROL METHODS

By ARTHUR H. BLANCHARDin "The "The Michigan Technic" Jan. 1926.

The annual loss in the United States due to street the motoring public but either this kind of a law or a
and highway accidents has been simply apalling and reduced speed limit law should be applied to the most
the rate has been increasing. In 1923 the loss was dangerous crossings and should be strictly enforced.
22,600 human lives, 678,000 serious injuries, and Passing to mechanical methods there is first the
$600,000,000 in money. employment of gates and flagmen at the most dan-

Many cures have been suggested to relieve the gerous crossings. This way is an expensive one. The
situation, but in this article only safety devices and building of humps or zigzag turns to force the motorist
regulations at railroad crossings will be discussed since to reduce his speed is a bad thing because it takes his
this phase covers the fundamentals of general mechan- attention away from the crossing itself.
ical control methods. The Hoover 'Conference advocates a uniform color

The methods now available for reducing the number scheme of red for "Stop," green for "Proceed," and
of grade crossing accidents are the elimination of grade yellow for "Caution" for all luminous and non-luminous
crossings or their protection by the removal of- ob- signals. The most effective daylight signals are the
structions or by changing or relocating grades, by conventional signs placed along the side of the road.
.warnings placed at the approaches to all crossings, Red intermittent lights should be installed to give
and by the education of the motoring public. warning when a train is approaching. A continuous

The average cost of eliminating a grade crossing is red light with a blac~ c!oss and the initials ':R. R."
$100,000. At this rate the total cost of eliminating should ~e placed to IndIc:;tte a full s~op. crossing. A
all the grade crossings in the country on January 1 yellow Iight of the same kind should indicate that the
1923, would be $19,500,000,000. It is clearly absurd to motorist should reduce his speed to 15 miles per hour.
depend on grade crossing elimination for a solution to The important thing in establishing these signals is,
the problem. the education- of the motoring public in using and

Another solution would be the adoption of a full observing them. Without meaning no signal is of any
stop law. This would cause no small inconvenience to value.
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PREHISTORIC ROAD-BUILDING
IT was back in the prehistoric age, recites Trap Rock pocket, he took out a stone with a leather string tied to

Chats. Two heavyset men came down the road it, which he fastened beneath the legs. Then from
talking lou~ly. Said one: ."He can't do it for the another gourd he filled the gourd on top, which he
money. HIS actual cos~s will be I!l0re than t~~t. I carefully leveled, after switching the three legs so that
have all the figures right here In the cart. He the swinging stone set over a place scratched on the
stopp:d, and a cart came up, drawn by a mastodon. road. After he was all set, a man driving two masto-
He chmbed up and commenced unloading flat stones, d . t d hit f th I ith a wheel DI"dhi h h d id b id Chi I d h ons In an em lone 0 e egs WI .W IC e sprea out SI e y SI e. ISe on t em ') ,.
were hieroglyphics. Turning to his companion, he he cuss. No, he was an ~ngIneer.
continued, pointing at the stone: "There are the Presen~ly another specimen of the genus humanus
actual cost figures, and, besides, he is going to use a strolled Into the. grou~. He was' wonder~ully and
dinosaur, and you know they ain't worth a darn fearfully arrayed In a SUIt of black beaver, WIth a vest
except in wet weather." of otter skin dyed purple and further set off by a

marten's skin, beautifully red, for a
necktie. By his side was his wooing
hatchet, with seventeen notches cut
into the flinty stone. One could tell
at a glance he was a cement salesman.

Enter another personage on the
scene. I t was a her. She had a dress
that was almost a bear skin. She had
a bracelet of boar tusks, highly pol-
ished, to which was suspended a sun
dial. She had a bag made of cat skins,
and would, from time to time, reach
in it, and, extracting a piece of talc,
would rub her nose with it, looking
into a small bucket of water which she
carried at all times for her mirror.
She was perpetually chewing on some
beeswax. She was a stenographer.

She created a ..sensation. The ma-
terial man slipped behind her and
brought down his wooing club with
full force, but she never even batted

-'- ~ crt ~ , an eye. A contractor lifted one of the
As the town contractors stood airing their grievances, stone tabulations, and, climbing a tall tree, dropped it

they noted coming down the road a queer human, full upon her head. It merely disarranged the hair,
somewhere, somehow, he had gotten hold of two making it fall over one ear.
pieces of mica, which were held together with a bone, Not for nothing had the engineer burned the mid-
and which sat on his nose in such a position that he night oil. Truly, he was a "highbrow." He walked
could look through them. The skins he wore were all in front of her, casting rather a contemptuous glance
dyed yellow, and he had made himself some queer foot- upon her, and yet tempered with superior indifference.
gear that came to his knees and was laced with deer Scarcely had he passed her than quick as a flash she
thongs. Coming close to the contractors, he set up picked up the wooing club dropped by the material man,
something like a three-legged stool, on top of which was and, in a moment more, the engineer sank to sweet
perched a long, narrow, open gourd. Reaching in his unconsciousness in the stenographer's arms.

SENIORS
When you go out from

the University you will
want to wear the co-op pin.
It will identify you and
introduce you to other co-
op graduates allover the
country. The official co-op
emblem in the form of ei-
ther fob or pin may be or-
dered through

MR. MESSINGER
Room 116, Engineering Bldg.

To get the benefit of the quan-
tity price, orders must be in by
MayS.

- '-"
P~ONE 12B Op e ra Place DESIGNING
MAl N RETOUCHING
7046 CINCINNATI P~OTOGRAP~ING

HAL~-TON ES
ZINC ETCHING
PROC~SS PlAT~S
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A NEW ·AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOP
J. E. BURRESS, C. E. '28

After twenty-three years of study and experiment,
the New York Central Lines, in August 1925, definitely
decided upon an automatic permissive train stop for
use on the system. Contracts have been awarded for
the installation of the General Railway Signal Com-
pany's Intermittent Inductive Auto-manual Permissive
Train Control on 2,398 miles of track and on 1,165
locomotives.

The committee in charge of the matter, in making its
report, stated that, "not only does the device fulfill the
requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
but it also meets the requirements of a busy railroad."
The management testified its faith in the committee's
judgment by authorizing the expenditure of $5,000,-
000, the largest order ever given for train control ap-
paratus.

The New York Central has spent a vast amount in
a!1-effort to develop a satisfactory device. In the past
two years nearly a million various types of automatic
stops were studied and were judged on the basis of
three principal requirements:

The device had to be simple ; it had to conform with
the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; and, most important of all, it had to be cheap.
Many would-be inventors neglected the last issue
entirely, or failed to give it due weight.

The General Railway Signal Company's Train Con-
trol is the cheapest to install, because it utilizes the
existing equipment as far as it is possible to do so.
The track element of the control is, in effect, an extra
attachment to the automatic block signal already in

use on the New York Central Lines. The locomotive
element makes use of the existing generator, with which
'all locomotives are equipped for lighting purposes, as a
source of a small amount of current necessary to
operate the device.

The next fundamental necessary to the control is
simplicity in construction and operation. The device
selected has the fewest possible parts, while its functions
are reduced to a minimum. Being extremely simple,
it is easily understood and least likely to get out of
order. It adds no burden to the engineer's cares,
neither does it undertake to do his work for him. It
merely requires him to attend strictly to his business.
If he neglects a stop or caution signal, the device will
act for him.

The automatic stop is also reliable at all seasons,
being strictly weather-proof. -It is not affected by
heat, cold, sleet, ice, or any depth of snow that a train
can get through. Being a part of the automatic block
signal system, it is as reliable mechanically and electri-
cally as the signal system. The latter is now so nearly
perfect that it fails to give the correct indication only
~nce in forty million movements.

The object to be obtained by the train control
system is to enforce observance of both caution and
stop signals by compelling the engineman to observe
them in passing. The penalty for failing to acknowl-
edge either a caution or a stop signal is an automatic
brake application from which the brakes cannot be
released until the train has been brought to a stop.

Cincinnati Equitable Fire Insurance Co.
or-leE INSURED-ALWAYS INSURED _.

OFFICERS

FRANK J. JONnS
President

CHARLES L. HARRISON
1st Vice-President

LOUIS E. MILLnR
2nd Vice-President

EDW. H. ERNST
See'y and Treasurer

DIRECTORS
FRANK J. JONnS
LOUIS E. MILLER
CHARLES P. TAFT
CHARLES L. HARRISON
CHARLES F. WINDISCH
MAURICE J. FREIBERG
WM. V. EBERSOLE
A. CLIFFORD SHINKLE
JAMES W. BULLOCK
TYLOR FIELD
CHARLES J. LIVINGOOD
JOHN D. SAGE
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38 EAST THIRD STREET Phone, Main 3318
OHIO'S OLDEST FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY. POLICIES ISSUED FOR SEVEN YEARS

RENEWABLE WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENTS
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Such an automatic stop is always by a service applica- clear, the coil is closed on itself. When the signal is ai
-tion of the brakes, never by an emergency application. caution or stop the circuit opens:

The apparatus by which this is accomplished is in When the receiver on a passing locomotive ap.
two parts, one of which is carried on the locomotive, proaches an unwound inductor, or a wound inductoi
the other being attached to the track just in rear of the on an open circuit, a surge of magnetic flux builds UI
automatic block signal. Operation of the device, in the secondary' coil and produces a negative currem
therefore is intermittent, there being nothing to actuate in the relay mentioned, which is sufficient to allow the
the apparatus on the engine between the block signals. relay to open. Being a "stick" relay, it stays opel

The part attached to the locomotive is called the until restored. This causes current to cease flowing
"receiver." It is securely attached to the front to the apparatus which applies the brakes ..
jour?al box of :he rear tender truck. Th~ recei:-er This consists of an electro-pneumatic device called l;
consists of an mverte? If-shaped mag~et with Iamin- break-valve actuator. The actuator moves the engi-
ated cores, large pole pieces, and two coils, neer's brake valve to the service position. The actuator

The track element is called an inductor. It con- has two cylinders, to the smaller of which air from the
sists of a V-shaped magnet with laminated cores and main reservoir is supplied. When the electro-pneu-
large pole pieces, of the same shape, size and spacing as matic valve is energized, air flows from the mail.
the pole pieces of the receiver. It is located on special reservoir into the larger of the actuator's two cylinders,
ties with its pole faces 2~ inches above the top of the In this way, the actuator is entirely disconnected from
rail, with its inner vertical face 17~ inches outside the the brake valve handle so that the engineer has the
gauge line of the nearest rail. I t is protected by a same control of the brakes as if no actuator existed.
ramp-shaped, non-magnetic housing. Termina~s for, If, however, he should attempt to run past a stop OJ

the induc~or winding are attach~d to the under SIde of caution signal without operating his acknowledging
the housing. As the locomotive passes ~ong the device, the receiver, at the instant it passes the inductor
track, the receiver passes directly over the Inductor, in the track, just in rear of the signal, would cause the
with its pole faces about l~ inches above those of the relay mentioned to open, which in turn would de-

inductor. energize the electro-pneumatic valve, which, in turn,
The "acknowledging," or "forestalling," lever is would permit the air to exhaust from the larger of the

located in the cab. It consists of a short handle to the two cylinders allowing the air in the smaller to move the
right and within easy reach of ~he eng~neer. The le~er piston to the left. This piston has a cam surface so
must always be operated while passing over the In- th t d · th fi t t f th t th · ,. .. a urmg e rs par 0 e movemen e engineer 8ductor in case the engmeman desires to avoid a brake . .

1·· d th It t t Sh ld h fail t brake valve handle IS unlatched from the rotary In theapp ication an e resu an sop. ou e al 0 . .. . • ~ .

operate the acknowledging lever while passing over the serv~ce apP~Ica~Ion POSItion, thereby resulting In a
inductor, the train will be stopped automatically and it service application of the brakes. As the brake valve
will then be necessary to release the brake. To do handle has become disconnected from the rotary it
this, he or his fireman must push a release button which becomes impossible under such conditions for the
is located in the tender in such a position as to make it engineer to prevent this automatic brake application.
necessary to get off the lo~omotive to perform the If, on passing a signal at "caution" or "stop," the
operation: Should the engmem.an operate ~h~ ac- engineer operates his acknowledging device, the auto-
knowledging lever at any other point than when direct- ti b k I" ti tli d b ·11 t· .. rna IC ra e app lea ron, as ou me a ove, WI no
Iy over the inductor, the brake will also be applied. Such k 1 h t I f h t · heir I f't ] h·

. ." I ta e pace, t e con ro 0 t e ram emg e In ISarrangement Insures that the engmeer IS not on y
alert, but that he has a knowledge of the induction hands.
displayed by the wayside signal. When the automatic brake application is in effect,

the engineer is prevented from moving his brake valve
How the Apparatus Works to release, but never is prevented from moving the lever

The primary coil of the receiver, being constantly farther to the right putting the brakes into emergency.
energized from the turbo-generator circuit of the From the foregoing explanation, it will be seen that
locomotive, produces a strong magnetic field. The the engineer must always be on the alert. Instead of
secondary coil of the receiver is also connected with becoming careless and relying upon the automatic
the turbo-generator and also in series with the coil and stop to do his work for him, he is always watching, to
front contact of a relay through which a small current get ahead of the device. Of course, the automatic
flows normally. stop will prevent his train running past a "caution'tor

The inductors in the combination are wound and "stop" signal and thus prevent accident, but no engi-
.provided with a choke coil automatically controlled, neer wants his train stopped unnecessarily, and without
so that while the signal to which it is' connected is at .his approval. ..-'
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thermostat is approximately .00016 of a second. This
speed is close to that of a bullet coming from the muzzle
of a high-powered rifle.

The disc is very powerful. Und-er normal temper-
atures, it exerts a pressure' of about 50 pounds. An
experiment made with a disc three inches in diameter
may be cited to illustrate its force. The disc was
heated, reversed in shape, and inverted over a tack
which had just been started in a board. When cooled
to operating temperature, the disc would drive the
tack flush with the board through its positive snap.

This speed of action is very essential in controlling
electrical circuits. Thermostats have been used be-
fore, but they were slow, causing a great deal of damag-
ing arcing at the break of a contact. This fault is
eliminated by the Spencer thermostat.

In addition to its use in the electric iron, it is being
applied to all other household electrical appliances and
undoubtedly in the future will appear in the industrial
field on such appliances as glue pots, solder pots, and

electric ovens.

New Thermostat
(Continued from page 26)

The drawing on this page shows an electric flat
iron fitted with a disc thermostat. The hi-metallic

Fig. 1. Thermostat Used in Electric Flat Iron

convex disc (A) controls the contact (B), the disc itself
carrying the current. When the temperature in the
iron reaches a certain value, the disc (A) snaps over
and opens the contact. This operation takes place at
an incredibly high speed. I t is practically impossible
to measure it at the present time, but it has been
estimated that the time of the actual operation of the

Filing and Accounting
Systems

Sllpplies and Equipment

548 Main Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Unexpected Complications
Flapper: George, if you don't stop I'll scream-I'll

call mother. Mother! Mother! ..... Oh, my goodness,
George, here she comes. I never dreamed she was
home.

Watch My Oust
Co-Op (to passing motorist): Hi, mister, I'm going

your way.
Motorist: So I see, but I'll get there before you do.

Sight Unseen
Proprietor: I want you to make a picture of my

summer hotel.
Artist: May I see it?
Proprietor: Heavens no! It might prejudice you.

Oof!
During the summer vacation, Bill and Chip went

trout fishing. It was Bill's first experience, and with
characteristic beginner's luck, he hooked 'one right off
the bat. He reeled in until the trout was rammed
against the end of the rod.

"Wh-wh-what'll I do n-now?" stammered sweet
William.

"Oh," cried the exasperated Chip, "for Pete's sake,
climb up the rod and stab it!"

Visible Static
Father: "Goodness! What's the matter; the house

" is filled with smoke?"
Mother: "I just heard Willie say he had Pitts-

burgh on the radio."-Yale Panel.

"Gentlemen, Be Seated"
It was a wet day, and as the pretty girl entered the

crowded car a man rose to his feet.
"N 0, you must not give up your seat; I insist," said

the young woman.
"You may insist as much as you like, miss," was the

reply. "I'm getting out herel"-Ex~

The Fair Sex
"It must be three years since I saw you last. I

hardly knew you-you've aged so."
"Really! Well, I wouldn't have known you except

for that dress."-Ex.

Meow!
"She's a decided blond."
"Yes, I was with her when she decided. '.'

Absent-minded Professor-Now what am I doing out here?

Natural Reaction
Frosh: "See that girl over there smiling at me?"
Soph: "That's nothing. When I first saw you I

laughed out loudl"-Ex. . .
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Specifications
"Don't be bashful dear. Go up to the window and

tell the man what we want."
"Er-uh-marriage license for two please."

Mental Arithmetic
"Now Charles" said the teacher, "If your father can

do a piece of work in one hour, and your mother can
do it in one hour, how long would it take both of them
'to do it?"

"Three hours," answered Charles, "counting the
time they would waste in arguing."

X: "What color is best for a bride?"
Y : "Matter of taste, better get a white one."

Catalog and Color Specialists

K The C. W.

NOWLES CO.
Railr.oad and
Commercial

Printing

804-806-808 Sycannore
. Cincinnati

Canal 4478

Printers of This Magazine

Get a Shine and Fix Your Shoes at

GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR
and SHINING SHOP

w. McMillan

"Yes, Jeremiah, Alice said last night she dreamed
she was dancing with you-"

"Y ou thrill me all to pieces, Hezekiah."
"-and she woke up to find her kid brother pounding

her feet with a flatiron."

Educated Conduct-
"I left my money' at home," said the lady to the

conductor. "You will have to trust me. I am one of
the directors' wives."

"I am sorry, madam," replied the conductor,
couldn't do that if you were the director's only wife."

On Account
Feed dealer : "You owe me $3.00 for oats, Mose,

and if you don't pay me, I will have to take your horse."
Uncle Mose: "All right, Mista Guggenheimer, an'

ah'll pay you de balance 0' de $3.00 jest as soon as I
ki "In.

School Supplies for Varsity and Hughes

THE VAR-HUGH
West 1485 205 W. McMillan

Where?
Society item: Mrs. Perkins of Punkin Centre, Iowa,

let a knife slip last week and cut herself in the pantry.

Contributor: "What's the matter with those jokes
I've sent you?"

Editor : "Well, some of them I've seen before, and
the rest I haven't seen yet. "

Johnny had been on the receiving end of a woodshed
tragedy.

"There, there," consoled his mother. "Papa didn't
mean to whip you so hard. He only meant it as a joke."

"Hmpf'l" sniffed Johnny. "So that's what they mean
by slapstick comedy."

-
The Inebriale-I c-c-d have sworn I shaved thish morning!

Unanitnous
Prof. : "The next person who says 'Huh' will be

sent out of the class."
Chorus: "Huh?"
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One dream
come true

FOR the man whose Castles in Spain are
built in the laboratory, here is the promise

of a dream come true.
In communication research, men have seen

a thousand great visions in little test tubes,
hundreds of new thoughts reflected in the
mirrors of galvanometers.

A life-time of this work is waiting for the
man who loves it, and under conditions that
he has always longed for. A wealth ofappa-
ratus and materials, an abundance of knotty
problems, a group of associates who are help-
ing in the great work-these are a natural
part of this far-reaching industry.

The requirements of communication call for
deeper, ever deeper inquiry, and not only along
electrical lines but in chemistry and mechanics
as well-all science contributing the stuff of
which the researcher's dream is woven.

Published
for the

Communication
Industry

by

m91t~rJl1lelectric Company
Makers of the Nation's Telephones

Number 57 of a series



Consider the Bearings
INDUSTRIAL products enter a world of u.seand abuse

-and upon their long-lived, dependable performance,
manufacturers are judged.
Performance-upon which repeat orders are based-is not
entrusted to "any old bearing that will fit the space," but
to one in keeping with the manufacturer's reputation.
Bearings govern so many operating factors, that their
selection is the very foundation of good machine design.
For more than 35 years, manufacturers of dependable
equipment have designed their products around Hyatt
Roller Bearings. They are built for continual hard ser-
vice-require but slight attention-and once installed,
last a lifetime.
Later on, when you are called upon to consider the bear-
ings for new or existing equipment, remember that Hyatt
Roller Bearings will solve problems for you as they have
for many other engineers.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.

HYATT
ROLLER BEARINGS

"'Evennow, feel free to call upon us
for information, if you are consider ...
ing the bearings in connection with

~your machine design studies. I
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Besists Corrosion
THIS picture, taken in the salt

marshes near Kearny, N. J.,
shows two lines of 30-inch Cast Iron
Pipe replacing pipe made of other
material. The alternate exposure to
the action of salt water and air is a
severe test.

•
While the pipe shown in the pic-
ture is subjected to unusual corro-
siveinfluences, all underground pipe
must be able to withstand corrosion
to a greater or less degree. Cast Iron
Pipe has this quality. It does not
depend on its coating to resist rust;
the material itself is rust-resisting.
The first Cast Irori Pipe ever laid is
in service today atVersailles, France,
after two hundred and sixty years'
service.

THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

r

C;11!trl~IIl()N PIPI~
THE BELL s- SPIGOT ..JOINT

Ou» new booklet, "Plan- Sendf~r booklet, "Ca.st
-n i-n g a Waterworks -0==- IronP~pefor l ndustrial
System," which coven' . = Service," showing in-:
the problem o! wat~r for teresting installations to
the small toun, zoill be THE ACCEPTED STANDARD FOR meet special problems

sent on request UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

Rastus-Boss, if you can find any money in mah clothes, you
sure put one over on mah wife

The Honor of the Name
"So Casey pleaded not guilty to a charge of fightin'?"
"He did not l" retorted Mrs. Casey, proudly. "He

pleaded not present."

Norznan OR. Baker We Build Fay A. Norton

Distinctive Homes
Moderately Priced

To your order-For the market

BAKER AND NORTON
410 Traction Building Main 6683

Just Deserts
The freshman girl came breathlessly into her senior's

room, her eyes were two glittering excitements, her
hair was all mussed up. She grabbed her senior
frantically around the neck and gasped, "Oh Helen I
Just as I came up the steps, a man leaving the house
grabbed me and kissed me."

"That's what you get for wearing my dress," replied
her confidante.

Scrannbled Autos
It takes about 1500 nuts to hold an automobile

together, but one can scatter it all over the landscape.

Have Your Lunch With Us

University Lunch Room
EUGENE SCHMID, Proprietor

243 West McMillan

Heavy Schedule
1st Student: They say that a student should have

eight hours sleep a day.
2nd Student: True, but who wants to take eight

classes a day?

Sheik (to flapper): Can I give you a lift?
Flapper: Are you going north?
Sheik: Yes.
Flapper: Give my regards to the Eskimos.-Ex..



The original Univer-
sal Milling Machine
invented in 1861 ~2 by
Joseph R. Brown. This
machine may beseen at
any time at the plant
of the Brown & Sharpe
1I1fg.Co., in Providence

A Machine that lightened
man's burden of toil

BEFORE the middle of the nineteenth century
much of the work done in the metal working

shops was hard, slow hand work. The results were
rarely accurate. A striking example of these toilsome
methods was the making of twist drills. Until 1861
theflutes werefiled in the drills by hand with a rat-tail
file!

An increased demand for drills in 1860 spurred
the inventive genius of Joseph R. Brown, one of the
founders of the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., and in
1861-2 he built the Universal Milling Machine.
Spiral millingwas at last made possible, and the flutes
of the drills were milled on this machine accurately,
at a tremendous saving in time and, especially, labor.

Hundreds of other uses were soon found for this
remarkable
machine. It has
relieved the
machinist of
much toil as its
usefulness in-
creased along
with its contin-
ual improve-
ment. The:
modern Brown
.& Sharpe Mill-
ing Machine is
one of the most
versatile 0 fall
the machine
tools.

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

______ A Modern

Brown & Sharpe Universal Millzng Machine
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Why is it that the wrong
telephone n umber s are

- never busy? .

rPeipatetic
"Let's go walkin', Miss Johnson. I feels kinda

pedestrian to-night."
"All right. I feels kinda walkative mah own self."

-Nashville Tennessean.

Psychiatry
There, little murderer,

Don't you cry,
Just plead crazy, .

'And you'll get by.-Ex.

He Knew Jurymen
I A certain lawyer had found the witness difficult to
handle, and finally asked whether he was acquainted
with any men on the jury.

"Yes, sir," replied the witness, "I'm acquainted
with more than half of them." .

"Are you willing to swear that you know more than
half of them?" demanded the lawyer.

"Why," retorted the witness, "if it comes to that,
I know more than' all of them put together."

Clifton Heights Shoe Repair Shop
immediate service

W. 6490 L 167 W. McMillan

He Believed Her
She: "Billy and I are engaged."
He: "You don't mean it?"
She: "No, but he thinks I do."-Ex.

I

"And you say you lost control of your car?"
"Yes. I couldn't keep up the installments."

He Will
"Have you forgotten that five dollars you owe me?"
"Not yet, give me time."

Mixed
"Come up and jine de army of de Lord," shouted

the negro preacher ..
"I'se done jined," remarked one of the congregation ..
"What'd yo jine?" asked the preacher.
"In de Baptis' Church."
"Why, chile, yo' ain't in the army; yo's in the navyl"

.
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Loomis never dreamed
he'd make a salesman

E. W. Loomis started
life as a farmer boy-a
real "dirt" farmer-as did
his parents and grand-
parents before him.

Across the corn fur-
rows, however, he would
catch sight on the road of
the only kind of engineer
a farmer boy of that day saw-a
civil engIneer-and acivil engineer
Loomis determined he would be.

At Delaware University, how-
. ever, he got a job in the elec-
trical laboratory-he also waited
table, played football, wrestled,
was commissary of the Commons,
ran the battalion and did a num-
ber of other things, besides
studying electrical engineering.
One day a kindly professor said
to him-"Y ou understand men

WesDnehouse

even better than you do elec-
tricity and engineering, why not
go in for the sale of electrical
apparatus?" Loomis liked the
idea-came to WestInghouse-
took the student course-then
off to the N ew York Office as a
"cub" salesman.

He worked-he always had-
both on the farm and in college;
In three years he was head of a
section of the industrial sales de-
partment. By 1922 he was

manager of the Industrial Divi-
sion of the N ew York Office-
charged with responsibility for
the sale of Westinghouse appa-
ratus to all industrial customers
in New York State and in the
northern half of N ew Jersey.

Loomis has fifty-two men
working under his direction. It
is barely eleven years since the
wise old professor remarked to
him-"Consider selling; it's a
promising field."

'The question is sometimes asked: Where do young men get eone«
.•.they enter a large industrial organization? Have they opportunity

to exercise creative talents? Or are they forced into narrow groooes?
This series of advertisements throws light on these questions.. Each ad-
vertisement. takes up the record of :a college man who came with the West-
inghouse Company within the last ten years or so, after graduation.

E. W. LOOMIS



Why do all successful men
carry large policies of

Life Insurance?
They realize that Life Insurance-

(1) Capitalizes Present and Future Earnings.

(2) Creates an immediate Cash Estate. -

(3) Makes possible a stabilizing fund to pro-
tect the Business.

(4) Provides a Guaranteed Monthly Income
for wife or dependents.

(5) Enables the insured to Guarantee himself
a Monthly Income at age 60-65.

RALPH HOLTERHOFF
ASSOCIATES

Walter R. Hyman M. A. Boyle
Herbert G. Gere Griffith L. Resor

Louis E. Kuhler

GENERAL AGENT
State .Mut.ual Life Assurance Company

of Massachusetts
816-17-18 SCHMIDT BUILDING
S. W. Cor. Fifth and Main Streets

Main 2947

Steel-Sheets that Resist Rust!
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust.
It is successfully combated by the use of pro-
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re-
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with
Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon

KEYSTONE
Rust-Resisting

Copper Steel

ee S
Black and Galvanized

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof-
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted-above or below
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu-
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth,
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates.

Black Sheets for all purposes
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets - °

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets -
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock
Corrugated Sheets
Formed Roofing and Siding Products
Automobile Sheets-all grades
Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock
Tin arid Tcrne Plates, Black Plate, Etc.

Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and-
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general.
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office.

American Sheet and Tin Plate Compa~
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

=========DISTRICT SALESOFFICES====- ======
Chicago Cincinnati Denver Detroit New Orleans New York

Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis
Pacific Coast Representatives: UNITEDSTATESSTEELPRODUCTSCO., San Francisco-

Los Angeles Portland Seattle
Export Representatives e UNITED STATESSTEELPRODUCTSCO., New York City

He: Dear, I don't think I'll be home for dinner
tonight.

She: No? What will I do?
He: If I change my mind, I'll call you on the

phone at si~; but don't answer, then I'll get my nickel
back.

Fair-view Dry Cleaners
"THE BEST YET"

We call and deliver
West 6965 213-215 W. McMillan t~1

Landlady: "I think you had better board else-
where."

Boarder : "Yes, I often had."
Landlady: "Often had what?"
Boarder: - "Had better board elsewhere."-Ex.

Greetings, Co-Ops!
We are always glad to submit designs for

Fraternity Badges and Society Keys
Designers and MaTters

°THE·:M.ILLER.-.J-EWELRY. CO.
Greenwood Bldg. - Sixth and Vine
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PAY US A VISIT
To those of you who are intending to
take up places of responsibility in manu-
facturing plants using machine tools we
extend a cordial invitation to visit our
plant at Oakley. You will find the latest
design Milling Machines and Grinders.
We know it will pay you to become
thoroughly familiar with our products
and our manufacturing methods.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

This Pyramid Column Cincinnati Miller has
the motor enclosed in the column. It is the
latest design single pulley machine of its
size and type, and typifies the progressive-
ness of our design and products.

Old Man: "You can put in your newspaper, young
man, that my secret of health is, eating lots of onions
every day."

Reporter: "What makes you refer to it as a secret?')

Said the young teacher, "Tommy, if you don't
behave yourself, I shall have to take your name."

Outside, Tommy confided to his chums, "My
teacher's threatened to marry me, if I don't look out."

One Hundred Per Cent
Pat and Mike were having a fist fight. Pat was

landing every blow on Mike's anatomy. Mike's
friend Bill stood by, an interested onlooker. Finally
he shouted: "Mike! For the love of Pete, can't yez
shtop iny av thim?"

Mike blurted out: "An do yez see iny av thim
goin' by?"

514Vine St.
Cincinnati, O.

BostonianS
FAMOUS SHOES FOR MEN

Watch the Signal Lights

Traffic Cop to Jaywalker-Hay, there, you were born in the country,
weren't you?

Cy-Yes; I was.
T. C.-Well, if you're not careful you'll die in the city.
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Service, a la Carte
CAFETERIA SERVICE

11 A.M. to 2 P.M.-5 P.M. to 8 P.M.

We Cater to Ladies
-, and Gentlemen

and Strive to
·Please the

~ Palate

.
We
Serve
a Variety of '
Tasty, "Homey" '\
Pure Foods.

YOU'LL LIKE 'EM

211 W. McMillan St.For our mutual progress
In daring, imagination and orig-
inality no other country has
produced the equal of the en-
gineers trained in our Ameri-
can technical colleg es. A
dehnite part of the Crane serv-
ice policy is to anticipate the
achievements of the nation's
future engineers. Crane men
everywhere are always glad to
exchange ideas with students
and instructors. Contact with
you undergraduates is always
welcomed. In 103 major cities.
of the United States, Crane has
established Exhibit Rooms
where valves, fittings, and steam
specialties are on display.

CRANE
Address all inquiries to Crane C•• , Chicago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING. 836 s. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Fifty-five Cities

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New rork, Atlantic City,
San Francisco and Montreal

Works: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, 'Trenton,
Montreal and St. Johns, Q...ue.

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, SHANGHAI
CllANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON
C!! CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS

Advertising Pays-Somebody
"Do you find that advertising brings quick results?"
"I should say it does. Why only the other day we

advertised for a night-watchman, and that night the
safe was robbed."

,Her Specialty
, Inquisitive suitor: .Johnny, why do you call your

sister "Babe?"
Inquisitive brother: Well, every time I look in. the

parlor she's in somebody's arms and talking like a baby.

Fair Voyager- "No doubt you are accustomed to sea legs."
Sailor (embarrassed)-"Lor', Miss, I wasn't even looking at 'em



Control-
Chemical control is superseding rule-of-
thumb methods in industry. When the
first du Pont powder was made nearly
a century and a quarter ago-chemistry
was not an exact science.

Today, the chemical engineer with the
vast resources of modern science at his
disposal controls production from raw
material to finished product.

To chemical control, through research
and experiment, is due that unvarying
quality which makes the "Du Pont
Oval" a symbol of excellence every-
where.

Under the du Pont name is published
a practical and authoritative work-
the "Blasters' Handbook." It is being
used by instructors and students in
many of our leading technical institu-
tions throughout the country. A copy
of the "Blasters' Handbook" will be
sent free upon request.

E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc.
Explosives Department

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Today, du Pont explosives
are used to improve channels
andso contribute to the safety
of na'vigation on our great
inland waterways.

1'23 YEAJ\S OF LEADEI\SHIP IN THE SE~VI·CE OF INDUST~Y

M A K E R.S 0 F POW DEI\. S Si'~N~CE 'I 8' 0 2-

In 1803, the flat hoat car;ied~')
du Pont powder to settlers
along the Ohio.
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On your deposits
makes a savings
account a profit-
able, growing in ..
vestmen t , We
will gladly serve
you at our

Scientific Salesmanship
Canvasser: "Does your husband play golf?"
Lady : "Yes."
Canvasser: "Then, I'm sure you will be interested

In this set of thirty-eight volumes I am selling; it will
help you to while away many a lonely hour."

Moral Courage
Hostess: "Such a dear man the new vicar is-so

outspoken, In his sermon last Sunday he censured the
devil most severely."

Many of Them Do
"My niece," said Mrs. Blunderby, "has had a college

education. She speaks several languages quite flip-
pantly."

New Use for Clouds
Mary: "Would you like an airship trip for your

honeymoon?"
Jo:. "No-what's a honeymoon without tunnels!"

Logical
Judge: You say the defendant turned and whistled

to the dog. What followed?
Intelligent Witness: Th~ dog.

Mathenlatical Instrunlents - Drawing Materials

Special Prices to u. C. Students

The FERD WAGNER COMPANY
113 E. FIFT~ STREET Opposite Post Office

The Business Cycle
He had found a bad half dollar among his money.

He was pretty certain how he came by it, and calling
upon his tobacconist the next day he said:

"I believe you gave me a bad half dollar yesterday."
"Hardly probable," observed the tobacconist. "I've

never had a false coin since I've been in the trade.
I seem to have an instinct for spotting them. What did
you do with it?"

"Oh," was the response, "I've just given it to you
for these cigarettes."

Two Kinds of a Shake
There is an account of a conversation between

President Coolidge and Mr. Henry Ford now going
about.

"I calculate," the President is represented as saying,
"that I have shaken the hands of 25 per cent ..of the
citizens of this great country."

"A good record, Mr. President," rej oined the inventor,
"and I reckon I have shaken the bodies of 75 per cent.
of the citizens."

Whereupon they had another grape-juice.-Ex.

Forewarned
Counsel (for defendant): "Would it be contempt

of court to say your Honor has presided over this case
in a manner which is a disgrace to the bench?"

Judge: "Certainly-it would.' I should commit you
at once."

Counsel: "Then I shall not say it."-Ex.
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UNITY
North Cinti. Branch

Vine & Calhoun
The

PROVIDENT·
Savings Bank & T rust Co.

Seventh and Vine

w. 1774 X Open daily unt.il 9:30 P.M.
Sundays 8 to 12 and 4 to 6:30

CLIFTON DELICA TESSEN
(J. R. WOODLEY, Proprietor)

Imported and Domestic Delicacies
Fresh Bakery Goods Received Daily .

We make sandwiches 230 W. McMillan

Evidence
Mistress: "Y ou say you worked for the Van

Twillers. Can you prove that?"
New Maid : "Well, mum, I can show you some

snoons and t.hinrrs with their initials on them."

Yes, But Who?
Brown: "I see some professor says' that goat's

milk is better for babies than cow's milk, and that
there should be a goat in every household."

Green: "There is."-Ex.

Traveling Equipment
"And you wouldn't begin a journey on Friday?"
"Not I."
"I cannot understand how you can have faith in

such a silly superstition."
"No superstition about it. Saturday's my pay day."

Professor: "When you examine a patient's lungs
with a microscope, what do you see?"

Student: "The seat of his pants."



WASTE throws wicked wrenches at machinery, in Size, weight, and costs are thus reduced. Resistance
the form of excess friction, needless wear and to every form of wear is far increased.

misalignment. Today engineers in every field are ap- Add d factors i T· k d TO k d
1· TO k T d R 11 B ° e tactors In im en en urance are rm en-rna e

p ying rm en apere 0 er earrngs to protect beari 1 d he exclusi desi hi h dtheir desi ns from Waste. ea:I~g stee ,~n t e e:cc u~lve esign V; IC pro uces
g positrve roll alignment In Timken Bearings.

Timkens put steel-to-steel rolling motion in place of. . .. . . . .
the old sliding bearings. This alone saves up to 30% ~avIng so many.possIbIlItIes. for Improvln? ma~hInery
of power costs where Timken Bearings are used. And In every way, 'Timken Bearings ar~ of vI~a~ 1ntere~t
far less lubricant is needed another great economy throughout manufacture, construction, minmg, agn-

, · culture and transportation. Timkens are bound to
Timkens, with their tapered design, also give machin- enter still more deeply into the career of the engineer of
ery higher capacity for bearing stresses from all tomorrow. You can inform yourself by sending for the
directions, while simplifying the bearing mountings. valuable little stiff-covered Timken book, mailed free.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO

TIMKEN~~;;:~BEARINGS

APRIL, ]926 47
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SHOP LIGHTING.

In an address delivered before the members of the
Western Pennsylvania Division of the National Safety
Council, Pittsburg, Pa., March, 1918, by. C. W. Price, the
importance of good lighting in industrial establishments
was discussed, and the disadvantages of poor lighting were
clearly shown by some figures mentioned by Mr. Price,

A large insurance company analyzed 91,000 accident
reports, for the purpose of discovering the causes of these
mishaps. It was found that 10% was directly traceable to
inadequate lighting and in 13.80/0 the same cause was a
contributory factor. The British Government in a report
of the investigation of causes of accidents determined a
close parallel to the findings of the insurance company
above quoted. The British investigators found that by
comparing the four winter months with the four summer
months, there were 39.50/0 more men injured by stumbling
and falling in winter than in summer.

Mr. John Calder, a pioneer in safety work, made an
investigation of accident sta tistics covering 80,000 indus-
trial plants. His analysis covered 700 accidental deaths,
and of these 45% more occurred during the four winter
months than during the four summer months.

Mr. C. L. Eschleman, in a paper published in the pro-
ceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
several years ago, reported the result of an investigation
of a large number of plants in which efficient lighting had
been installed. He found that in such plants as steel
mills, where the work is of a coarse nature, efficient light-
ing increased the total output 2%; in plants, such as textile
mills and shoe factories, the output was increased 10%.

In an investigation of the causes of eye fatigue, made
by the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin, it was found
that in a large percentage of industries, such as shoe,
clothing and textile factories, the lack of proper light ..
ing (both natural and artificial) resulted in eye fatigue
and loss of efficiency. At one knitting mill, where a girl
was doing close work under improper lighting conditions,
her efficiency dropped 50% every day during the hours
from 2:30 to 5:30 P. M.

The above mentioned incidents indicate how impor tant
a factor lighting is in the operation of the industrial
plant. It has been well said, "Light is a tool, which in-
creases the efficiency of every tool in the plant." Glare
or too much light is as harmful as not enough lighting,
and in no case should the eyes of the workers be exposed
7,.0 direct rays, either of sun or electric light.

Windows and reflectors should always be kept clean;
that is, cleaning them at least once a week, for where dust
and dirt are allowed to collect, efficiency of the light is
decreased as much as 25%.

Good lighting, in addition to its other marked advan-
tages, is a' strong incentive towards keeping working
places clean, for it clearly exposes any place where dirt
or other material has been allowed to collect. White walls
and clean windows glazed with Factrolite Glass will elimi-
nate the sun glare and increase the illumination 25 to 50
feet from the window from 38% to 72% as compared with
plain glass.

Lighting is of primary importance to every employer
and fully warrants a careful investigation of the subject,
for there is no substitute for good lighting, and if it is
not supplied the efficiency of the entire working force
must suffer a serious reduction.

If you are interested in the distribution of light
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory
Report-"Factrolited."

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.,

220 Fifth Avenue,

St. Louis. New York. Chicago,

Phone, Avon 3116

The J.H. Fielman Dairy Co.
Pasteurized Milk

and Crea111

And Other Dairy Products

2519 VINE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

We've All Seen HiOl
"Pa," said Clarence, "what becomes of a ball player

when his eyesight begins to fail?"
"They make an umpire out of him," growled his dad.

Darn!
By mistake he had got the wrong suit from the

cleaners. Feverishly he fished through the pockets.
There were $135.00 in bills, and-not one of them was
receipted.

Life Sentence
Liza: "Dat certainly am a beautiful ring. What

size am dat diamon?"
Rastus: "Dat is de 20-year installment size."

YOUR BARBER

C,HRIS BALLAUER
228 West McMillan Street

Remington Portable
Electrical Engineering and other Keyboards

Weighs 14 lbs.

STANDARD 4-ROW
Keyboard

COMPACT, easy running

Has 2-color ribbon, back-
spacer, automatic ribbon
reverse

Sold on

$5
Monthly
Payments

WE SELL ALL MAKES

"AWMCO" REBUILT TYPEWRITERS
$25 and up.

Typewriters Rented at Special Rates to Students
Phone Main 2573

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO., Inc.
148 East 4th St., Near Main

Est. over 45 years-23 Branch Stores

University Representative M. GORAB-Engineering Mail Box
Tel. Avon 9221



Central Service
Station

A SIDE from standing ready with a Central Station that is the last letter in
l"'l.. engineering development-with a distribution system that ,is beyond

reproach-with trained men at their post in order to give satisfactory serv-
ice to our customers twenty-four hours a day, 365 days in, every year-the
Union Gas and Electric Company reinforces this service by another intangible yet
very real aid rendered by the Industrial Sales Department.

We believe that our customers using our Central Station Service know that we
are more concerned with how much bigger results in production they can derive
from our Electric Service, than how much more energy they can consume.

The staff of the Industrial Sales Department is made up of Engineers who/
stand ready at all times to give our customers, our prospective customers, or in
fact, anyone in our territory, their aid and advice in solving problems that may be
called personal to each manufacturing plant.

In order to recommend a more feasible and economical operating cost schedule',
these Engineers will spend all the time that is necessary in your plant making a
complete survey, establishing costs for power and suggesting a better and more
economical use of the energy that you are now buying.

We feel it our duty to offer to the community in which we operate, this service.
It is given freely. There is no obligation carried with it, and we believe in it as the
medium through which we can establish the confidence that we want our customers
to have in their Central Station Service.

A call to our Industrial Sales Department will bring to your plant the service
of an Engineer, whose duty it is to see that your problems are solved, and who shall
not leave you until you are satisfied.

Industrial Sales Department. 'I'elephone Main 2000.

The Union Gas & Electric"Colnpany
Our Industrial Engineers join hands with the Engineering Profession of

Cincinnati in contributing to the welfare of this great Industrial Community.
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